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LAW
on the dwelling*

The settlement of the general framework of building,
exploitation and administration of dwellings is based on
the following principles:

The free and unobstructed access to a dwelling is a
right of each citizen. The dwelling building is a long-term
major objective of national interest, of the central and
local public administration.

CHAPTER I
General provisions

Art. 1. Ñ The present law settles the social, economic,
technical and juridical aspects of the building and use of
dwellings.

Art. 2. Ñ The terms used in the text of this law have
the following meaning:

a) Dwelling
A construction consisting of one or more habitable

rooms, with the necessary annexes, endowment and
utilities, which satisfies the living requirements of a
person or a family.

b) Suitable dwelling
A dwelling which, considering to what extent it

satisfies the requirements of the user compared to the
characteristics of the dwelling, at a given moment, covers
the basic needs for rest, cooking food, education and
hygiene, providing the minimum requirements presented
in Annex No. 1 to the present law.
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* The Law No. 114/October 11, 1996 was published in the Official
Gazette of Romania, Part I, No. 254/October 21, 1996.

In the present work the Law No. 114/1996 is presented with the up
to date modifications. These are included in the body of the law in
italics, indicating the text, the number of the modifying or abrogative
document and the number of the Official Gazette in which they were
published.

The law was republished in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I,
No. 393/December 31, 1997, on the grounds of Art. II of the Law No.
196/November 17, 1997, published in the Official Gazette of Romania,
Part I, No. 331/November 26, 1997.



CHAPTER II
Development of dwelling building

Art. 4. Ñ The Romanian natural or juristic persons may
carry out the building of dwellings for personal use or for
exploitation, by observing the statutory provisions.

Art. 5.* Ñ The Romanian juristic persons who invest
part of the profit in building dwellings, having as built
areas the ones stipulated in Annex No. 1 to the present
law, benefit from tax exemption on the invested profit
with that destination, during the respective fiscal year.

Par. 1 has been abrogated by the Expeditious Government
Ordinance No. 127/1999, published in the Official Gazette No.
455 of September 20, 1999.

The dwellings built under the conditions of the present
article, as well as of Art. 7 and 20 in the present law, may
be located on the lands belonging to the natural persons
beneficiaries of dwellings, to investing juristic persons or
on lands granted for that purpose by the local councils to
juristic or natural persons, according to the statutory
provisions, without public tender, by reducing the
licensing fee up to 95%.

According to the Expeditious Government Ordinance No.
22/2000, published in the Official Gazette No. 129 of March 28,
2000, par. 2 has been modified and shall have the following
contents:

ÒThe dwellings built by investments from profit by Romanian
juristic persons, as well as under the conditions of Art. 7 and 20
in the present law may be placed on lands belonging to the
natural persons beneficiaries of dwellings, of investing juristic
persons or on lands licensed for that purpose by the local
councils to the juristic or natural persons, by a reduction of up
to 95% of the licensing fee.Ó

According to the Law No. 145/1999, published in the Official
Gazette No. 439 of September 9, 1999, Art. 5 is completed with
par. 3 and 4, that shall have the following contents:

c) Social dwelling
A dwelling with subsidized rent granted to persons or

families whose economic position does not permit access
to a private owned dwelling or the renting of a dwelling
under market conditions.

d) Service dwelling
A dwelling meant for the civil servants, the employees

of certain institutions or economic units, granted under
the conditions of the labour contract, according to the
statutory provisions.

e) Intervention dwelling
A dwelling meant for the accommodation of the

personnel from economic or budgetary units, who by the
labour contract, carries out activities or functions that
require the permanent presence or, in case of emergency,
within the economic units.

f) Necessity dwelling
A dwelling meant for the temporary accommodation of

the persons and families whose dwellings have become
unusable following some natural catastrophes or
accidents, or whose dwellings are subject to demolition
with a view to setting up public utility works, as well as
to rehabilitating works that cannot be carried out in
buildings occupied by tenants.

g) Protocol dwelling
A dwelling meant to be utilized by persons that are

elected or appointed to certain positions or public
dignities, exclusively during their term of office.

h) Holiday home
A dwelling temporarily occupied, as secondary

residence, meant for rest and recreation.
Art. 3. Ñ The authorizing for the carrying out of new

dwelling building, irrespective of the type of property or
location, is made on the basis of satisfying the minimum
requirements, stipulated in Annex No. 1 to the present law.

The county and local councils may authorize the
carrying out of dwelling building, in stages, according to
the competencies established by law.
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* The juristic persons who embarked on making investments from
profit, prior to the date of October 1, 1999, continue to benefit by the
facilities stipulated in Art. 5 par. 1, in Art. 6 and in Art. 12 par. 2, until
the acceptance of the building works or of the services laid on the lands,
under the conditions of the law (according to Art. IV par. 2 of the
Expeditious Government Ordinance No. 127/1999).



provided in Annex No. 1 to the present law, exercising the
control over the selling price, with a view to facilitating
the access to ownership of certain categories of persons,
in the following order of priority:

a) the newly weds who, on the date of contracting the
dwelling, are, each, of up to 35 years of age;

b) the persons who benefit from facilities on buying or
building a dwelling, according to the Law No. 42/1990,
republished;

c) the trained persons in agriculture, education, health,
public administration and religion, who take up residence
in the rural area;

d) other categories of persons established by the local
councils.

The persons in the categories mentioned at let. a)Ñc)
benefit by a subsidy from the state budget, within the
limits of the annual budgetary provisions, in relation with
the income, of up to 30% of the value of the dwelling, on
the date of contracting, as well as by the payment in
monthly instalments, for a period of 20 years, of the
difference compared to the final price of the dwelling,
after deducing the subsidy and the minimum compulsory
advance payment of 10% of the value of the dwelling on
the date of contracting, paid by the contracting party.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 par. 2 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

ÒThe persons in the categories mentioned in let. a)Ñd) may
benefit by a subsidy from the state budget, within the limits of
the annual budgetary provisions, in relation with the monthly
net average income per family member, of up to 30% of the
value of the dwelling calculated at its final value as well as by
payment in monthly instalments, for a period of 20 years of the
difference compared to the final price of the dwelling, after
deducing the subsidy and the minimum compulsory advance of
10% paid by the contracting party, from the dwellingsÕ value
calculated on the date of contracting.Ó

The persons stipulated under letter d) shall benefit by the
payment in monthly instalments, within a 20 years period, of
the difference compared to the final price of the dwelling, after
deducing the minimum compulsory advance payment of 30% of
the value of the dwelling on the date of contracting, paid by the
contracting party.

ÒThere are exempted from VAT, with its deduction right, the
dwelling building, consolidation and rehabilitation of existing
dwellings, built under the conditions of par. 1 and 2 in the
present article, of articles 6 and 7, 20, 50, 55, 62 and Art. 63, as
well as the building, rehabilitation, consolidation and expansion
of dwellings with the exception of holiday homes the financing
of which is achieved through credits granted by the National
Agency for Dwellings, set up on the basis of the Law No.
152/1998.Ó 

Paragraph 3 was abrogated by the Expeditious Government
Ordinance No. 215/1999, published in the Official Gazette No.
649 of December 30, 1999.

ÒThe works regarding the buildings and the lands necessary
for dwelling building, with the exception of holiday homes built
through the National Agency for Dwellings, are of public utility.Ó

According to the Expeditious Government Ordinance No.
22/2000, published in the Official Gazette No. 129 of March 28,
2000, par. 4 has been modified and shall have the following
contents:

ÒThe works regarding the buildings and the lands necessary
for the dwelling building through the National Agency for
Dwellings, except for the holiday homes, are of public utility.Ó

Art. 6.* Ñ The Romanian juristic persons that invest
part of the profit in consolidation works of the dwellings
damaged by earthquakes, as well as in the rehabilitation
of the existing dwellings, of 3rd and 4th category, and of
one room flats built under the conditions of the Decision
of the Council of Ministers No. 1.650/1968, of the Decision
of the Council of Ministers No. 1.669/1969 and of the
Decision of the Council of Ministers No. 585/1971, benefit
from profit tax exemption, according to the provisions of
Art. 5 in the present law.

Art. 6 was abrogated by the Expeditious Government
Ordinance No. 127/1999.

Art. 7. Ñ The local councils may build, out of the
specially set up deposits, dwellings having built areas as
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* The juristic persons who embarked on making investments from
profit, prior to the date of October 1, 1999, continue to benefit from the
facilities stipulated in Art. 5 par. 1, in Art. 6 and in Art. 12 par. 2, until
the acceptance of the building works or of the services laid on the lands,
under the conditions of the law (according to Art. IV par. 2 of the
Expeditious Government Ordinance No. 127/1999).



the family, benefit from the provisions of Art. 7 in the
present law only once.

The owners of the new dwellings, natural persons, are
exempted from the payment of the tax on the building
for 10 years from the date of acquiring the dwelling.

In the case of selling the dwelling under the conditions
of the present law, the new owner no longer benefits
from the tax exemption.

Art. 11. Ñ The dwellings built under the conditions of
Art. 7Ñ9 in the present law shall be located, through the
care of the local councils, on the lands owned by the
territorial-administrative units, or on the lands belonging
to the beneficiary natural persons, under the conditions
of the Civil Code provisions, observing the legally
approved town-planning documentation, and providing
the utilities and town endowments necessary for the
living conditions.

Art. 12. Ñ The works for laying services on the lands
meant for dwelling building consisting in: public roads,
water supply and sewage networks, power networks and,
as the case may be, gas, telephone and heating networks
are financed as follows:

a) the public roads, the water and sewage networks
and, as the case may be, the heating networks, from the
local budgets and from other legally set up funds with
that destination;

b) the street power networks, including the relevant
transforming posts and, as the case may be, those of
street gas and telephone, from the income and
expenditure budgets of the adjoining autonomous r�gies,
from bank credits contracted by them, as well as from
other funds set up with that destination.

*The Romanian juristic persons that invest part of the
profit in laying services on the land meant for dwelling
building benefit by profit tax exemption, according to Art.
5 in the present law.

Par. 3 was abrogated by the Law No. 145/1999.
The interest to the amount advanced from the special

deposit, to be repaid in instalments, is of 5% annually.

Par. 4 was abrogated by the Law No. 145/1999 and was
reintroduced by the Expeditious Government Ordinance
No. 22/2000.

In the case of non-repayment of the due instalments at
the appointed dates, an annual interest of 10% shall be
paid on these instalments.

The local public authorities, through administrators
delegated by these, shall conclude with the natural
persons stipulated in the present article loan contracts for
the amounts advanced from the special deposit, according
to the statutory  rules in force.

Art. 8. Ñ The natural persons stipulated in Art. 7 shall
apply to the local councils, which shall analyse and
approve, as the case may be, the respective applications,
establishing, at the same time, the order of priority.

The quantum of the subsidy is established in relation
to the monthly net average income per family member,
according to the rules approved annually by the
Government.

Art. 9. Ñ The deposits specially set up on the account
of the local councils are fed out of the following sources:

a) the annually approved amounts in the local budgets,
meant for dwelling building;

b) the receipts achieved from selling dwellings and
spaces with other destination from the dwelling buildings,
except for those that are income to the local budgets,
according to the statutory provisions in force, as well as
the amounts cashed according to the provisions of Art. 7;

c) the allocations from the state budget, within the
limits annually approved for that destination;

d) other sources set up according to the law.
Art. 10. Ñ The natural persons that, together with the

family, did not hold and do not have a dwelling in
ownership, except the persons stipulated in Art. 7 let. c),
or if the dwelling in which they live together does not
meet the minimum area requirements, stipulated in
Annex No. 1, corresponding to the number of persons in
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profit, prior to the date of October 1, 1999, continue to benefit from the
facilities stipulated in Art. 5 par. 1, in Art. 6 and in Art. 12 par. 2 until
the acceptance of the building works or of the services laid on the lands,
under the conditions of the law (according to Art. IV par. 2 of the
Expeditious Government Ordinance No. 127/1999).



Art. 16. Ñ The list comprising the number, the
structure by number of rooms and the location of the
dwellings, as well as the list of the persons that shall
benefit from dwellings, in the order of priority
established according to Art. 7 by the local councils shall
be posted up at the headquarters thereof.

Art. 17. Ñ By family, in the sense of the present law,
shall be understood the husband, wife, children and the
grandparents living and keeping house together.

Art. 18. Ñ The legal mortgage over the dwelling is
instituted, until the repayment of the amounts due by the
beneficiaries of the dwellings.

Art. 19. Ñ The alienation, by deeds inter vivos, of the
dwellings for the building of which subsidies have been
granted, may be done only after the integral repayment of
the updated amounts due, and on the basis of the proof
of the integral depositing of the equivalent value of the
updated amounts, obtained as subsidy from the state
budget, according to Art. 7, in the deposit set up for
dwelling building, under the conditions of the present
law.

Art. 20. Ñ The Savings Bank shall grant credits to
Romanian natural persons, for the building, rehabilitation
and capital repairs of the private property dwelling, the
areas of which do not exceed those comprised in Annex
No. 1 to the present law, for a period of maximum 20
years. The credits are granted with an interest equal to
that granted by the Savings Bank for the time deposits of
the population, to which a margin of 5 percentage points
is added, and are borne:

a) 15% by the credit beneficiary;
b) the difference, up to the total level of the interest,

including the interest margin, from the state budget,
within the limits of the provisions annually approved
with this destination in the budget of the Ministry of
Public Works and Country Planning.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 par. 1 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

ÒThe Savings Bank shall grant credits to natural persons with
Romanian citizenship, domiciled in Romania, for the building,
purchase, rehabilitation and major repairs of the private

Art. 12 par. 2 was abrogated by the Expeditious Government
Ordinance No. 127/1999.

Art. 13. Ñ The opening of financing and the starting of
the works from public funds are done after the
contracting with the future beneficiaries of at least 70% of
the number of dwellings envisaged to be started.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 13 is completed with
par. 2, that shall have the following contents:

ÒThe undistributed or not contracted dwellings until the
finalization may be sold under the conditions of the statutory
provisions.Ó

Art. 14. Ñ The use of the amounts existing in the
deposits set up at the level of local councils comes within
their competency and responsibility.

Art. 15. Ñ The allocations from the state budget are
substantiated by the local councils, on the occasion of
drawing up the state budget, distinctly for the completion
of the dwellings and for building new dwellings, and are
transmitted to the county council and, respectively, to the
General Council of Bucharest Municipality, as the case
may be.

The proposals for allocations from the state budget of
the local councils, centralized per each county and the
Bucharest Municipality, are transmitted to the Ministry of
Public Works and Country Planning by the county
councils and by the General Council of Bucharest
Municipality.

For the allocations from the state budget regarding the
support of the state for the financing of dwelling building
according to the provisions of the present law, the
Ministry of Public Works and Country Planning carries
out the duties of the main credit officer, stipulated in the
Law on public finance.

In the state budget execution, the allocations for
dwelling building are distributed and granted to the
beneficiary local councils by the Ministry of Public Works
and Country Planning, through the agency of the county
councils and of the General Council of Bucharest
Municipality, according to the methodological norms.
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do not meet the minimum area requirements,
corresponding to the number of persons, stipulated in
Annex No. 1 to the present law.

On receiving the credit, the beneficiary must have a
deposit in the Savings Bank representing up to 10% of the
value of the requested credit.

For the constituted deposit, the Savings Bank shall
discount an interest equal to that paid directly by the
beneficiary. The deposit shall not be returned before the
integral repayment of the credit, and may be utilized for
the repayment of the last instalments of the credit, within
the limits of the constituted deposit quantum.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 par. 5 was modified and
shall have the following contents:

ÒFor the constituted deposit, the Savings Bank shall discount
an interest equal to that paid for the one year term deposits.
The deposit shall not be returned before the complete
repayment of the credit and may by utilized for the repayment
of the last instalments of the credit within the limits of the
constituted deposit quantum.Ó

The non-payment of 6 running credit instalments and
of the due interest brings about the writ of execution on
the achieved goods. The goods achieved by such credits
can be alienated only after repayment of the credit.

The method of payment and the quantum of subsidies
are established by agreement between the Savings Bank
and the Ministry of Public Works and Country Planning,
with the advice of the Ministry of Finance.

During the execution of the state budget, the Ministry
of Public Works and Country Planning shall distribute to
the Savings Bank, in accordance with the provisions of
the agreement, the amounts relating to the subventions
with the interest for the granted credits and which are to
be granted during the respective year.

According to the Expeditious Government Ordinance No.
98/2000, par. 7 and 8 of Art. 20 have been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒThe method of payment and the quantum of subsidies are
established by agreements concluded by the Savings Bank with
the Ministry of Public Works and Country Planning, and with

property dwellings, the areas of which do not exceed the limits
comprised in Annex No. 1, for a period of maximum 20 years.
The credits are granted with an interest equal to that granted by
the Savings Bank for the term deposits of the population, to
which a margin of 5 percentage points is added and is borne:

a) 15% by the credit beneficiary;
b) the difference, up to the total level of the interest,

including the interest margin, from the state budget, within the
limits of the provisions approved annually with this destination
in the budget of the Ministry of Public Works and Country
Planning.Ó

According to the Expeditious Government Ordinance No.
98/2000, published in the Official Gazette No. 302 of July 3, 2000,
par. 1 has been modified and shall have the following contents:

ÒThe Savings Bank shall grant credits to natural persons with
Romanian citizenship, domiciled in Romania, for the building,
purchase, rehabilitation, and major repairs of the private
property dwellings, the areas of which do not exceed those
comprised in Annex No. 1 to the present law, for a period of
maximum 20 years. The credits are granted with an interest
equal to that granted by the Savings Bank for the time deposits
of the population, to which a margin of 5 percentage points is
added, and is borne:

a) 15% by the credit beneficiary;
b) the difference, up to the total level of the interest,

including the interest margin, from the state budget, within the
limits of the provisions annually approved for this destination in
the budget of the Ministry of Public Works and Country
Planning. For the credits granted to officers on active service,
the interest difference, including the interest margin, is covered
from the budgetary credits approved for this destination in the
bugets of the public institutions from the system of defence,
public order, and national security.Ó

The Savings Bank shall not charge any commission for
the granted credits.

The credits for the building or purchase of dwellings
are granted only once to natural persons with Romanian
citizenship, who did not and do not have a dwelling in
their possession. From such credits shall also benefit, by
way of an exception, the trained persons in agriculture,
education, health, public administration and religion, that
establish their domicile in the rural area, as well as those
that keep house together with the family in dwellings that
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f) the place and conditions in which the receipt and
return of keys are done;

g) the obligations of the parties regarding the use and
maintenance of the spaces making the object of the
contract;

h) the inventory of the objects and corresponding
endowments;

i) the date of coming into force and the duration;
j) the conditions regarding the exclusive and joint use

of the parts found in joint ownership;
k) the persons that shall live together with the holder

of the contract;
l) other clauses agreed upon by the parties.
Art. 22. Ñ Any clauses included in the lease are null by

law, if they:
a) oblige the tenant to acknowledge or to pay to the

owner in advance any amount as repairs charged to the
ownerÕs account;

b) provide for the joint responsibility of the tenants in
case of degradation of the building elements and of
installations, of the objects and corresponding
endowments of common spaces;

c) impose on the tenants to take up insurances against
damages;

d) exonerate the owner from the obligations that are
incumbent on him according to the statutory provisions;

e) authorize the owner to obtain income from the non-
observance of the clauses of the lease.

Art. 23. Ñ In case the parties do not agree on the
renewal of the lease, the tenant is obliged to leave the
dwelling at the expiry of the contract term.

Art. 24. Ñ The cancellation of the lease before the due
date is done under the following conditions:

a) at the request of the tenant, on condition of prior
notification within minimum 60 days;

b) at the request of the owner, when:
Ñ the tenant did not pay the rent for at least 3 running

months;
Ñ the tenant caused important damage to the dwelling,

to the building in which this is situated, to the
installations, as well as to any other goods related to

the public institutions from the system of defence, public order,
and national security.

During the execution of the state budget, the Ministry of
Public Works and Country Planning, and the public institutions
from the system of defence, public order, and national security
shall distribute to the Savings Bank, in accordance with the
provisions of the agreement, the amounts relating to the
subsidies with the interest for the granted credits and which are
to be granted during the respective year.Ó

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 20 is completed with
par. 9, that shall have the following contents:

ÒFrom the provisions of the present article may also benefit,
in view of the construction works, the persons that purchased,
according to the law, dwellings found in various stages of
execution, placed in buildings started before the year 1990 and
unfinished.Ó

According to the Expeditious Government Ordinance No.
98/2000, after par. 9 of Art. 20, a new paragraph is introduced,
with the following contents:

ÒIn the case of militaries on active service, the credits for the
building, purchase, rehabilitation and repair of private property
dwellings may also be granted by the National Agency for
Dwellings. In this case, the provisions of par. 1Ñ3 and 5Ñ9 shall
be applied correspondingly to the National Agency for Dwellings,
and the officers are to make the deposits provided for in par. 4
at this agency.Ó

CHAPTER III
The dwelling lease

Art. 21. Ñ The dwelling lease is made on the basis of
the agreement between the owner and the tenant, taken
down in a written contract, that shall be registered with
the territorial revenue authorities and shall include:

a) the address of the dwelling as object of the lease;
b) the dwelling space and the endowments used

exclusively or in common;
c) the area of courtyards, gardens used exclusively and

jointly;
d) the amount of monthly rent, the modifying rules

and the method of payment;
e) the amount paid in advance on account of the rent;
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the leaseholder or since the date of the death
registration.

According to the Law No. 145/1999, Art. 27 has been
modified and shall have the folowing contents:

ÒArt. 27. Ñ In case of definitive abandonment of domicile by
the leaseholder or of his death, as well as in the case of the
leaseholder, non-resident, who, without being transferred, has
not used the dwelling for more than 2 years, without
interruption, the leasing continues, as the case may be:

a) for the benefit of the husband or wife, if he/she lived
together with the leaseholder;

b) for the benefit of the descendants or relatives in the
ascending line, if they lived together with the leaseholder;

c) for the benefit of other persons that had the same domicile
with the leaseholder fot at least one year and had been included
in the lease.

In case of several applications, the beneficiary of the lease
shall be decided by judgment.

In the absence of the persons that may request the dwelling
according to par. 1, the lease ceases within 30 days since the
abandonment of domicile by the leaseholder or since the date of
the death registration, or since the end of the 2 yearsÕ term of
uninterrupted non-utilization of the dwelling.Ó

Art. 28. Ñ The owner has the following obligations:
a) to hand over the dwelling to the tenant in a normal

state of use;
b) to take measures for the repair and maintenance in

a state of safety in exploitation and functionality of the
building for the entire duration of leasing;

c) to keep in good repair the elements of the resistance
structure of the building, the elements of outside
construction of the building (roof, fa�ade, enclosures,
pavements), the courtyards and gardens, as well as the
common spaces inside the building (staircase, elevator,
halls, corridors, basements, exterior stairs);

d) to keep in good repair the common installations of
the building (elevator, hydrophore, installations of water
supply, of sewage, installations of central heating and
for preparing hot water, electrical and gas installations,
thermal power station, crematories, waste collecting
installations, collective aerials, telephonic installations,
etc.).
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them, or if they alienate parts of them without having the
right;

Ñ the tenant has a behaviour that makes impossible
the living together or obstructs the normal use of the
dwelling;

Ñ the tenant did not observe the contractual clauses;
c) at the request of the ownersÕ association, when the

tenant did not pay the obligations that are incumbent on
him out of the joint expenses for a period of 3 months, if
these had been established in the lease on the account of
the tenant.

Art. 25. Ñ The eviction of the tenant is made only on
the basis of a judgment absolute.

The tenant is obliged to pay the rent stipulated in the
lease up to the date of the actual carrying out of the
eviction order.

Art. 26. Ñ The tenant may sublease, modify or improve
the dwelling held, only with the preliminary agreement
and under the conditions established by the owner, if
these are not prohibited by the main lease.

The beneficiary of the sublease may not exercise any
right on the owner or on any occupancy document.

The sublease, concluded with the observance of the
statutory provisions, shall be registered with the
territorial revenue authorities.

Art. 27. In case of definitive abandonment of domicile
by the leaseholder, or of his death, the leasing continues,
as the case may be:

a) for the benefit of the husband or wife, if he/she
lived together with the leaseholder;

b) for the benefit of the descendants or relatives in the
ascending line, if they lived together with the leaseholder;

c) for the benefit of other persons that had the same
domicile with the leaseholder for at least one year and
who had been included in the lease.

In case of several applications, the lease shall be
transferred by judgment.

In the absence of the persons that may request the
dwelling according to the above, the lease ceases
within 30 days since the abandonment of domicile by
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per zones by the local councils, according to the criteria
taken into account on the establishing the taxes and local
fees for land.

Art. 33. Ñ The leaseholders may exchange dwellings
between them, with the advice of the authority that
approved the leasing or, as the case may be, of the
dwelling owner.

CHAPTER IV
Management of habitable buildings

Art. 34. Ñ The habitable buildings may be given by the
owner in the management of certain natural or juristic
persons, associations, public services or specialized
economic units, as the case may be.

The obligations of those who manage are, mainly, the
following:

a) the management of the goods and money funds;
b) the commitment to conclude contracts with the

suppliers of necessary services and the following up of
the implementation thereof, with a view to the proper
functioning of the building;

According to the Law No. 145/1999 let. b) of par. 2 has been
modified and shall have the following contents:

Òb) the carrying out of the necessary formalities in
concluding contracts with the suppliers of services for the
exploitation and maintenance of the building, the carrying on
and the following up of the implementation of such contracts;Ó

c) the ensuring of the knowledge and observance of the
rules of living in common;

d) the representing of the ownerÕs interests in relation
with the public authorities;

e) the fulfilment of any other obligations provided by
law.

Art. 35. Ñ In the habitable buildings with several
dwellings, the owner is responsible for ensuring the
normal functioning conditions for the dwelling found in
exclusive property and for the spaces found in joint
ownership.

To this end, the owners shall constitute themselves in
associations with legal personality.
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Art. 29. Ñ The tenant has the following obligations:
a) to carry out the maintenance works, repairs or

replacement of the construction and installation elements
used exclusively;

b) to repair or replace the damaged construction and
installation elements used in common, as a result of
improper utilization, irrespective whether these are inside
or outside the building; if the persons that caused the
damage are not identified, the repair expenses shall be
covered by those that have access or use in common the
elements of construction, of installations, the objects and
the corresponding endowments;

c) to ensure the cleanliness and hygiene inside the
dwelling and in the areas used in common, for the entire
duration of the lease;

d) to hand over the dwelling to the owner in a normal
state of use, on vacating it.

The obligations of the tenant regarding the upkeeping
and repair of the leased space are also maintained in case
of subleasing the dwelling.

Art. 30. Ñ In case of non-fulfilment by the owner of
the obligations that are incumbent on him with regard to
the maintenace and repair of the leased dwelling, the
works may be carried out by the tenants on account of
the owner, retaining the equivalent value from the rent.

The tenant may carry out these works, if the damage
caused is of a nature to affect the normal use of the
building or of the dwelling, and only when the owner,
upon the written intimation of the tenant, did not take
steps to execute the work, within 30 days since the date
of intimation.

Art. 31. Ñ The rent practiced for dwellings shall cover
the expenses for administration, maintenance and repairs,
the tax on building and on land, as well as the recovering
of the investment, subject to the normal duration
established in accordance with the statutory provisions, as
well as a profit subject to negotiations between parties.

Art. 32. Ñ The maximum level of the rent for the
dwellings found in the ownership of the state is
established by a special law. The maximum rent for such
dwellings is differentiated per categories of localities and
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CHAPTER V
The social dwelling

Art. 38. Ñ The building of social dwellings may be
carried out, in any locality, in the sites provided for in the
town planning documentation and under the conditions
of the present law.

The constituting of the reserve of social dwellings is
achieved by building new constructions and by
rehabilitation of some existing constructions.

The local councils control and are responsible for the
reserve of social dwellings situated on the territory of the
respective territorial-administrative units.

Art. 39. Ñ The social dwellings belong to the public
domain of the territorial-administrative units.

Art. 40. Ñ The social dwellings shall be placed only on
the lands belonging to the territorial-administrative units,
according to the provisions of Art. 11.

Art. 41. Ñ The social dwelling is built by observing the
area of use and the endowments established within the
limits of the built area, as per Annex No. 1 to the present
law.

For the dwellings built by the rehabilitation of existing
constructions, only the provisions connected to the
minimum endowment are considered compulsory.

Art. 42. Families with a monthly average net income
achieved during the last 12 months below the monthly
net income level per family, for which social welfare is
granted according to the law, increased by 10%, have
access to a social dwelling, with a view to leasing.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 par. 1 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

ÒFamilies or persons with a monthly average net income,
achieved during the last 12 months, by at least 20% below the
monthly net income per family member or, as the case may be,
per person, established according to the provisions of Art. 8 par.
2, have access to a social dwelling, with a view to leasing.Ó

The minimum level thus calculated shall be
periodically corrected by the Government, subject to the
development of the economic and social position, starting
with the year 1996.
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According to the Law. No. 145/1999 par. 2 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

ÒTo this end, the owners may constitute themselves in
associations with legal personality.Ó

The modality of setting up, organization and
functioning of the ownersÕ associations is settled in
accordance with the frame-regulations included in Annex
No. 2 to the present law.

According to the Law No. 145/1999, after Art. 35 Art. 351

shall be introduced, that shall have the following contents:
ÒArt. 351. Ñ The ownersÕ association has a real estate prior

privilege over the flats and other spaces, the property of its
members, as well as a privilege over all their movables for the
amounts due as contribution to the joint expenses of the
building with several flats and/or spaces with other destination
than that of dwelling, following the legal expenses due to all the
creditors in whose interest they had been made.

The privilege is entered in the registry of real estate publicity
of the court, at the request of the president of the ownersÕ
association, on the basis of the extracts from the monthly lists of
payment of the contribution quotas from which the due amount
is resulting in case the debt represents a back payment of at
least 3 months. The privilege is cancelled at the request of the
legal representative of the association or of the owner, on the
basis of the receipt or of another document by which the
association confirms the payment of the due amount.

The real estate publicity operations regarding the privilege
stipulated in par. 1 and 2 are exempted from stamp duty.Ó

Art. 36. Ñ In the cases in which, in the habitable
buildings, one of the owners or tenants obstructs
deliberately and in any form the normal use of the
habitable building to the prejudice of the other owners or
tenants, as the case my be, at the request of the owners
of buildings or of their legal representative, the court shall
decide the measures for the normal use of the building.

Art. 37. Ñ The tenants of the buildings with several
dwellings may associate, according to the law, for the
purpose of representing their interests in the relations
with the owners, as well as with other juristic or natural
persons.

For the same purpose, in case of not setting up the
association, the tenants may authorize a representative.
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b) in the case in which the monthly net income per
family, achieved in two running fiscal years, exceeds by
over 20% the minimum level stipulated in Art. 42 of the
present law, and the leaseholder has not paid the face
value of the rent within 90 days since the communication.

Art. 47. Ñ The social dwellings built according to the
present law cannot be sold.

Art. 48. Ñ According to the present law, from the social
dwellings cannot benefit the persons or families that:

a) own a dwelling;
b) alienated a dwelling after the date of January 1,

1990;
c) benefited from state support in credits and execution

for the building of a dwelling;
d) hold, as tenants, another dwelling.
According to the Law No. 145/1999 let. d) has been modified

and shall have the following contents:
Òd) hold, as tenants, another dwelling from the state housing

reserve.Ó

Art. 49. Ñ The beneficiaries of the social dwellings are
not allowed to sublease, to transfer the right of habitation
or to change the destination of the leased space, under
the sanction of cancellation of the lease and of bearing
the would be damages brought to the dwelling and the
building, as the case may be.

Art. 50. Ñ The financing of social dwellings is ensured
from the local budgets Ñ within the limits of the
annually approved budgetary provisions Ñ of the local
councils, for which purpose a distinct subdivision of
expenses is instituted in these budgets.

The state supports the building of social dwellings
through transfers from the state budget, annually
established with that destination in the budget of the
Ministry of Public Works and Country Planning by the
state budget law.

The natural persons and the economic units may
support the building of social dwellings by donations or
contributions.
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The monthly net income per family is established on the
basis of the income tax return and of the documentary
evidence according to the statutory provisions.

The income tax returns made with insincerity bring
about the material or penal liability, as the case may be.

Art. 43. Ñ The social dwellings are distributed by the
local councils on the basis of the annually established
criteria, under the conditions of the provisions of the
present chapter, and the following categories of persons
may benefit therefrom, in the priority order established
by the local council: the newly married who are each of
up to 35 years of age, the young coming from social
welfare institutions and who are 18 years old, invalids of
1st and 2nd degree, the disabled persons, the pensioners,
the war veterans and war widows, the beneficiaries of the
provisions of the Law No. 42/1990, republished, and of
the Decree-law No. 118/1990, republished, other entitled
persons or families.

Art. 44. Ñ The lease is concluded by the mayor or by a
person authorized by him, with the beneficiaries
established by the local council, for a period of five years,
with the possibility of prolongation on the basis of the
income tax return and of the necessary documentary
evidence according to the statutory provisions.

The level of the rent shall not exceed 10% of the
monthly net income, calculated for the last 12 months,
per family. The difference up to the face value of the
rent, calculated according to Art. 31, shall be subsidized
from the local budget of the territorial-administrative unit
where the social dwelling is located.

Art. 45. Ñ The leaseholder is obliged to communicate
to the mayor, within 30 days, any change in the monthly
net income of his family, under the sanction of
cancellation of the lease.

In the cases in which the monthly net income per
family has changed, the authority of the local public
administration shall modify the rent and the subsidy
granted, due to the owner.

Art. 46. Ñ The lease may be cancelled:
a) under the conditions stipulated in Art. 24 of the

present law;
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Art. 54. Ñ The intervention dwelling follows the regime
of the service dwelling.

The intervention dwellings are built at the same time
as the investment objective and are placed inside it or in
the immediate proximity.

The intervention dwellings cannot be sold to the
tenants.

CHAPTER VII
The necessity dwelling

Art. 55. Ñ The necessity dwelling is financed and built
under the conditions established for the social dwelling.

The necessity dwelling is temporarily leased to the
persons and families whose dwellings have become
unusable according to the provisions of Art. 2 let. f).

The lease is concluded by the mayor of the locality or
by a person authorized by him, on the basis of a by-law,
until the removal of the effects that made the dwellings
unusable.

Art. 56. Ñ The local councils may declare, in cases of
extreme urgency, as necessity dwellings, the vacant
dwellings found in the reserve of social dwellings.

According to the Law No. 145/1999, Art. 56 is completed with
par. 2, that shall have the following contents:

ÒThe vacant necessity dwellings may temporarily be
considered as a reserve of social dwellings.Ó

CHAPTER VIII
The protocol dwelling

Art. 57. Ñ The protocol dwellings are state public
property.

The administration of the reserve of protocol dwellings
is done by the Autonomous R�gie ÒAdministration of the
State Protocol PatrimonyÓ, which ensures its record,
maintenance, repair and conservation, as well as the
collection of the rent.

The granting, the occupying and the use of the
protocol dwellings shall be done under the conditions of
the present law.
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CHAPTER VI
The service dwelling and the intervention dwelling
Art. 51. Ñ The reserve of service dwellings is made of:
a) existing dwellings, which, according to the statutory

provisions, remain with the destination of service
dwellings on the date of coming into force of this law;

b) new dwellings.
The conditions and duration of the leasing shall be

stipulated in the lease concluded between the contracting
parties, accessory to the labour contract.

Art. 52. Ñ The new dwellings are financed, under the
conditions of the law, from:

a) the state budget and the local budgets, within the
limits of the budgetary provisions annually approved with
that destination;

b) the budgets of economic units, for their employees.
Art. 53. The service dwellings financed from the state

budget or from the local budgets are built by observing
the area of use and of the endowments, within the built
area limit per flat, according to Annex No. 1.

The service dwellings shall be placed as follows;
a) on the lands owned by the state or by the territorial-

administrative units, for the dwellings financed from the state
budget or from the local budgets, by ensuring services on the
lands, according to the provisions of Art. 12;

b) on the lands belonging to economic units, for the
dwellings and the works for laying services on the lands,
financed from the budgets thereof.

In special cases, subject to the nature of the location
and features of the zone, with the approval of the credit
officers, the dwellings provided for in par. 1 may be built
with areas increased up to 20% compared to those
provided for in Annex No. 1, and over this limit, with the
approval of the Government.

The service dwellings built under the conditions of the
present law, financed from the state budget or from the
local budgets, may be sold under the conditions of the
law, with the approval of the Government, in case the
activity that generated the building of those dwellings has
been reduced or has ceased.
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The granting of protocol dwellings may be made only
if the persons provided for in par. 1 do not have in the
locality where they carry out their activity another
dwelling, corresponding to the conditions established
according to Art. 58 par. 3.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 59 is completed with
par. 4 and 5, that shall have the following contents:

ÒThe protocol dwellings are placed only in buildings with a
small number of flats meant for this use.

The spaces of the protocol dwellings shall be by at least 30%
larger than those provided for in Annex No. 1, that is an integral
part of the present law.Ó

Art. 60. Ñ For the official residences, the Autonomous
R�gie ÒAdministration of the State Protocol PatrimonyÓ
shall conclude lease agreements with the specialized
services of the institutions in which the beneficiary
persons carry out their activity.

For the protocol dwellings, the lease agreements are
concluded by the Autonomous R�gie ÒAdministration of
the State Protocol PatrimonyÓ with the direct beneficiaries
who, on this basis, may occupy the respective dwelling
together with the family members.

The lease agreement for protocol dwellings and for
those with the destination of official residence ceases by
right within 60 days since the removal from office of the
beneficiary.

The granting, under the conditions of the present law,
of an official residence, of a protocol dwelling
respectively, does not affect the tenantÕs rights of the
persons provided for in Art. 58 and 59.

CHAPTER IX
Final and transitory provisions

Art. 61. Ñ Any litigation in connection with the
enforcement of the present law is solved by the courts of law.

Art. 62. Ñ The provisions of the Government
Ordinance No. 19/1994 on stimulating the investments for
the carrying out of public works and dwelling building,
approved and modified by the Law No. 82/1995, continue
to apply until the completion of the started dwellings.
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Art. 58. Ñ The President of Romania, the president of the
Senate, the speaker of the Chamber of Deputies and the
Prime Minister benefit, under the conditions of the present
law, by a protocol dwelling each, as official residence.

The official residences of the persons provided for in
par. 1 are granted by the Government and are put at
their disposal, together with the adjoining endowments,
for the entire term of office, by the Autonomous R�gie
ÒAdministration of the State Protocol PatrimonyÓ.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 par. 2 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

ÒThe official residences of the persons provided for in par. 1
are granted by the Government and are put at their disposal,
together with the adjoining endowments, for the term of office,
by the Autonomous R�gie ÔAdministration of the State Protocol
PatrimonyÕ.Ó

The list of buildings with the destination of official
residence, as well as of the other protocol dwellings, and
the conditions these have to fulfil are established by
Government decision.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 par. 3 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

ÒThe list comprising the buildings with the destination of
official residence, as well as the other protocol dwellings and the
conditions these have to fulfil, including the endowment and
comfort ones, are established by Government decision.Ó

Art. 59. Ñ By a protocol dwelling may benefit, on
request, with payment of the rent stipulated by law, the
persons that hold the following public offices: vice-
presidents of the Senate and of the Chamber of Deputies,
ministers of state, the ministers and those assimilated, as
well as the president of the Supreme Court of Justice, the
president of the Constitutional Court, the president of the
Court of Audit, the president of the Legislative Council
and the advocate of the people, for the term of office or
of the mandate.

For the persons provided for in par. 1, the granting of
the protocol dwelling is made by decision of the Prime
Minister and is put at their disposal by the Autonomous
R�gie ÒAdministration of the State Protocol PatrimonyÓ.
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carry out such changes, the favourable advice of the
owners is necessary and, as the case may be, of the
leaseholders from the dwellings neighbouring,
horizontally and vertically, the space subject to change.

Art. 65. Ñ The building of holiday homes is authorized,
at the request of natural persons and economic units,
only on the lands in their ownership or released under
the conditions of the law, in the areas established through
the town and country planning documentations, approved
according to the law.

Art. 66. Ñ The payment of the rent for official
residences is made from the budgets of the Romanian
Presidency, the Senate, the Chamber of Deputies and of
the Secretariat General of the Government, within the
limits of the annually approved budgetary provisions.

Art. 67. Ñ The Government is responsible for the
unitary application, on the entire territory of the country,
of the development policy for dwelling building.

The development programme of dwelling building is
drawn up by the Ministry of Public Works and Country
Planning, on the basis of the substantiation made by the
bodies of the interested central public administration, by
the county and local councils, in agreement with the town
and country planning documentations, approved
according to the law.

Art. 68. Ñ In order to carry out the provisions of the
present law, the Government shall adopt methodological
norms for enforcement.*

Art. 69. Ñ Within 24 months since the date of coming
into force of the present law, the owners from the
buildings with several dwellings in private or mixed
property shall constitute themselves in ownersÕ
associations, in accordance with the Frame-regulations of
the ownersÕ associations, included in Annex No. 2, which
is an integral part of the present law.

Until the setting up and functioning of the land
register offices, the registration of the property with a
view to setting up the ownersÕ associations is made in the
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By the rights provided for in the Government
Ordinance No. 19/1994 shall also benefit, from the date of
coming into force of the law*, the newly married who are,
each of them, up to 35 years of age, reached at the end of
the calendar year in which the contracting takes place.

After the finalization of the blocks, the sources for the
formation of the special deposit, according to the
Government Ordinance No. 19/1994 and to the
methodological norms, are taken over as income to the
special deposit constituted in accordance with the
provisions of Art. 9.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 62 is completed with
par. 4, that shall have the following contents:

ÒThe dwellings built according to the provisions of the
Government Ordinance No. 19/1994, for which no distribution
has been made, and no pre-contracts or bargain and sale
contracts have been concluded until their finalization, may be
distributed and contracted under the conditions provided for in
Art. 7 and 10.Ó

Art. 63. Ñ Within 60 days since the date of introducing
the system of determining and taxing the global income
for natural persons, the Government shall regulate the
facilities provided for in chapter II of the present law, by
which may also benefit the natural persons who invest in
dwelling building and for ensuring the safety of the
dwellings damaged by earthquakes.

Art. 63 par. 1 was abrogated by the Government Ordinance
No. 73 of August 27, 1999, published in the Official Gazette,
Part I, No. 419 of August 31, 1999.

The Romanian juristic persons that invest part of the
profit for the works provided for in Art. 5, 6 and 12,
separately or cumulatively, benefit by exemption from the
tax on the invested profit, according to the provisions of
Art. 5 of the present law.

Art. 64. Ñ The change of the destination of dwellings,
as well as of the spaces with other destination situated in
collective buildings may be made only with the approval
of the owner or of the ownersÕ association. In order to
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published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, No. 331/November
26, 1997.

* The methodological norms were approved by the Government
Decision No. 446/August 12, 1997, published in the Official Gazette of
Romania, Part I, No. 203/August 21, 1997.



Art. 73. Ñ On the date of coming into force of the
present law, shall be abrogated:

Ñ Law No. 5/1973 on the administration of the housing
reserve and the settlement of the relations between
owners and tenants, except for chapter 4 and Art. 63
referring to chapter 4 of the same law, excluding the
provisions referring to the private property living areas;

Ñ Decision of the Council of Ministers No. 860/1973 on
the setting up of measures for the enforcement of the
Law No. 5/1973, regarding the leasing of dwellings;

Ñ Decree of the Council of State No. 256/1984 on the
improvement of the system of dwelling building and the
modification of certain rules referring to the fixing of the
maximum price for the dwellings built from state funds,
of the contracting prices for the private property
dwellings, and of the selling prices for the dwellings from
the state housing reserve, with the exception of Art. III
and of annexes No. 3 and 4;

Ñ Decree of the Council of State No. 68/1975 on the
improvement of the system of dwelling building from
state funds or from population funds with the support of
the state in credits and execution;

Ñ Art. 12 par. 1 let. a) and par. 2, Art. 21Ñ25 and Art.
35 par. 2 of the Law No. 50/1991 on the authorizing of
construction execution and certain measures for dwelling
building;

Ñ any other provisions contrary to those of the present
law.

ANNEX No. 1

M I N I M U M  E X I G E N C I E S
for dwellings

A. Minimum requirements:
Ñ free individual access to the habitable space, without

disturbing the possession and the exclusive use of the space
held by another person or family;

Ñ space for rest;
Ñ space for cooking food;
Ñ bathroom installations;
Ñ access to electric power and drinking water, the controlled

evacuation of the waste water and of the household waste.
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publicity registers in force at the real estate transcription
and inscribing offices from the law courts.

Until the obtaining of the legal personality by the ownersÕ
association, the tenantsÕ associations carry out their activity
on the basis of the Decree of the Council of State No.
387/1977 for the approval of the Statute regarding the
organization and functioning of the tenantsÕ association.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 69 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

ÒArt. 69. Ñ The owners in the buildings with several
dwellings in private or mixed ownership, constituted in tenantsÕ
associations according to the Law No. 5/1973 on the
administration of the housing reserve and the settlement of the
relations between owners and tenants, shall reorganize in
ownersÕ associations, in accordance with the Frame-regulations
of the ownersÕ associations, included in Annex No. 2 which is an
integral part of the present law.

Until the setting up and functioning of the land register offices
the registration of the property with a view to setting up the
ownersÕ association is made in the publicity registers from the real
estate transcription and inscribing offices from the law courts.

Until the obtaining of the legal personality by the ownersÕ
association, the tenantsÕ associations, constituted according to
the Decree of the Council of State No. 387/1977 for the approval
of the Statute regarding the organization and functioning of the
tenantsÕ association, shall carry out their activity on the basis of
their own statute and of the provisions of the present law.Ó

Art. 70. Ñ The Decree of the Council of State No. 387/1977
for the approval of the Statute regarding the organization
and functioning of the tenantsÕ association, published in
the Official Gazette, Part I, No. 116 of November 16, 1977,
shall be abrogated after 24 months since the date of
coming into force of the present law.

Art. 70 was abrogated by the Law No. 145/1999.
Art. 71. Ñ The persons benefiting by more favourable

rights than those provided for in the present law,
sanctioned by special laws, that refer, among others, to
the matter of the juridical living relations and of those
connected with them, continue to enjoy the applying of
the more favourable rights.

Art. 72. Ñ The provisions of the present law regarding
the leasing of dwellings are completed with the provisions
of the Civil Code regarding the tenancy contract.
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NO T E :
Ñ Switches and wall lamps shall be provided for each

storage space and circulation space.
Ñ The plug with protection contact, installed for the

bathroom, shall be mounted outside the room.
Ñ Each dwelling shall be provided with a bell installation.
Ñ In the buildings with several dwellings there shall be provided

installations and plugs for the collective aerial and telephone.
Ñ For the dwellings situated in the rural area, the minimum

endowments regarding the sanitary rooms and the kitchen can
be carried out during the existence of the construction, in
correlation with the connection of the dwelling to the public
utility networks or to the own system of water supply and
controlled evacuation of waste water.

G. Joint use spaces and installations
for buildings with several dwellings

Ñ Installations for the prevention and extinguishing of fires,
as well as a lift according to the norms in force.

Ñ Spaces for bicycles, hand carts and for drying clothes.
Ñ Spaces for collecting, depositing and evacuation of the

household waste.
Ñ Space for the storage of solid or liquid fuels, in case the

central heating and/or the gas for the kitchen cannot be provided.
Ñ Approach ramp for the persons immobilized in a wheelchair.

ANNEX No. 2
F R A M E - R E G U L A T I O N S
of the ownersÕ associations*

CHAPTER I
General provisions, definitions

Art. 1. Ñ The present frame-regulations establish the mode
of setting up and functioning of the ownersÕ associations, as
well as the mode of administration and exploitation of certain
buildings found in ownership.

Art. 2. Ñ The frame-regulations apply to all buildings with
several flats in private or mixed property, including the case of
those having spaces with other destination than that of dwelling.
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* See also the Order of the minister of public works and country planning
No. 139/N/1997, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, No. 338
bis of December 2, 1997.

Art. 3. Ñ The terms used in the present regulations have
the following meaning:

a) By block of flats Ñ building Ñ condominium is understood a
property of which certain parts have another destination than
that of dwelling, that is individual property flats, and the rest is
joint property.

The property is not a condominium unless the quota of the
joint property reverts to the flat owners and cannot be
separated from the ownership over that flats.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 let. a) has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

Òa) by block of flats Ñ building Ñ condominium is understood a
property of which certain parts are individual properties, represented by flats or
spaces with other destination than that of dwelling, and the rest, joint property. 

By assimilation, as condominium may also be defined a section, with
one or several staircases, within the living building, provided the joint
property can be delimited.

The property is not a condominium unless the quota of the joint property
reverts to the owners and cannot be separated from the ownership over the
flats or spaces with other destination than that of dwelling;Ó

b) By space, that is flat, is understood a part of a building
meant for living, based on individual property which together with
the quota of the joint property constitutes a real estate unit.

Except certain cases for which there are other express
provisions in the frame-regulations or in the association
agreement, the ownership over a flat in a block of flats/
condominium has to be considered in the same way as the
ownership over other real estate.

c) By joint property are understood all the parties in a
building found in ownership, which are not flats and which are
meant for joint use by all the owners in that building.

The joint property is indivisible and is held by the owners of
individual flats, according to calculated quotas.

The joint property includes all the jointly used parts of the
property, such as: the land on which the building is constructed,
enclosed courtyard, foundation, resistance structure, roof,
terraces, smoke chimneys, staircases, halls, cellars, basements,
stairwell, waste pipe system, water tanks, lifts.

The joint property includes installations of the building found
in joint use, with which the building had been endowed during
the construction or with which it was subsequently endowed by
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The association members shall be all the flat owners,
including the town council or the founder, as long as these
continue to own one or several flats in the building.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 4 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

Ò Art. 4. Ñ The ownersÕ association is set up on the basis of the decision
of at least half plus one of the number of the owners of flats and spaces with
other destination than that of dwelling,  from one building.

In the buildings with more sections or staircases, associations per each
section or staircase may be constituted, if the joint property adjoining the
section or staircase can be delimited, and if the distribution of joint expenses
per sections or staircases is possible.Ó

Art. 5. Ñ The ownersÕ association acquires legal personality
at the moment of registration at the court within the radius of
which is located the building for which the association had been
set up, according to the rules regarding juristic persons.

In case of the buildings with less than 20 associated owners,
the association may be set up per groups of neighbouring
buildings, uniting, as a rule, minimum 3 owners, according to
joint interests in the management of the property.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 5 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒArt. 5. Ñ The application for obtaining legal personality for the ownersÕ
association, together with the statute, the association agreement and the
minutes of the constitutive meeting shall be registered at the local financial
body within the territorial radius of which the building is located.

The ownersÕ association acquires legal personality on the basis of the
conclusion of the judge delegated at the local financial body by the presiding
judge of the court within the judicial district of which the building is located.

The conclusion is passed without summoning the parties, and is
enforceable.

The conclusion is subject to appeal within 5 days since the
communication. The appeal is tried by summoning the parties.Ó 

Art. 6. Ñ The court shall come to a decision on the
registration application, on the basis of the setting up agreement
and of the statute of the ownersÕ association.

Par. 1 of Art. 6 was abrogated by the Law No. 145/1999.

The statute of the ownersÕ association is drawn up on the
basis of the present law and of the present frame-regulations of
the ownersÕ associations.
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the owners, such as for instance: pluvial canals, lightning rods,
antennae, telephone installations, power installations, water
pipes, heating systems and gas pipes that may cross the joint
property up to the distribution points in the individual flats.

d) By quota is understood the quota of ownership accruing
to each individual property flat, from the joint property, and is
registered in the title deed.

In case the quotas are not registered in the title deeds, they
shall be calculated for each flat, in accordance with the relation
between the dwelling space of each flat and the total of the
dwelling spaces of all the flats in the building.

e) By founders is understood any juristic person, including
the state, an institution of the local public administration, a
person or a group of persons that act together, who builds or
in the name of whom a condominium is built, and who by
selling or by any other form of transfer offers spaces, namely
flats in a block of flats for the individual owners.

f) By owner of the space, respectively of the flat, is understood
the person or group of persons who owns that space, namely
flat, in a block  of flats/condominium.

g) By ownersÕ association is understood the organization of
the owners of all the flats in a building with several private or
mixed property flats.

h) By association agreement is understood the document
which sanctions the decision of the owners to associate
themselves, after registering the property in the land register.

i) By joint expenses are understood the expenses or financial
obligations of the associations, that are connected to the joint
property or cannot be registered per each dwelling.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 let.i) has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

Ò i) by joint expenses are understood the expenses or financial
obligations of the associations, that are connected to the exploitation, repair
or maintenance of the joint property or cannot be registered per each
individual property.Ó

CHAPTER II
The setting up and registration of the ownersÕ association
Art. 4. ÑThe ownersÕ association is set up in a meeting

convened within 60 days since the date the entire building was
registered with the land register.
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The members of the auditing commission must have
speciality knowledge and experience in the economic, financial
and juridical fields.

The ownersÕ association may delegate the duties of the
auditing commission Ñ of financial and accounting control Ñ to
some natural or juristic persons, associations or specialized
economic units.

The candidate that obtains the largest number of votes shall
become the president of the ownersÕ association.

Art. 10. Ñ The determination of the quotas from the joint
income and expenses is made in proportion to the quota from
the joint property adjoining each flat.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 10 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒArt. 10. Ñ The determination of the quotas from the repair expenses of
the joint property incumbent on each owner within the condominium is made
in proportion to the quota from the joint property adjoining the individual
property.

The expenses made for the payment of certain services connected with
the individual properties in the condominium, and which cannot be
registered per each of them, or for services connected with the exploitation
and maintenance of the joint property shall be distributed in accordance with
the norms and normatives  taken into account on the joint invoicing of the
services, and/or in accordance with the clauses stipulated in the contracts
concluded with the suppliers of the respective services.Ó

Art. 11. Ñ In case of the spaces, respectively of the flats
with more than one owner, the co-ownership relations between
owners shall be settled in accordance with the provisions of the
Civil Code.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 11 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒArt. 11. Ñ In case of the spaces, respectively of the flats with more than
one owner, the co-ownership relations shall be settled according to ordinary
law.Ó

Art. 12. Ñ In order to amend or modify the association
agreement the acceptance of at least 80% of the vote of the
flat owners is necessary, respectively other spaces with another
destination than that of dwelling.

Any amendment or modification has to be registered with the
court within the radius of which the building is located.
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Art. 7. Ñ The tenantsÕ associations from the buildings with
several flats found in private or mixed property, as a result of
the enforcement of the provisions of the Decree-law No.
61/1990 and of the Law No. 85/1992 included, shall change
into ownersÕ associations, according to the rules comprised in
the present frame-regulations.

Art. 7 was abrogated by the Law No. 145/1999.

CHAPTER III 
The association agreement

Art. 8. Ñ The association agreement must include:
a) the address of the property;
b) the name and surname of the owners of the dwelling

units;
c) the description of the property, comprising: the description

of the building, the structure of the building, the number of
floors, the number of flats structured by the number of rooms,
the land adjoining the building.

The description has to be sufficient from the legal point of
view for the registration in the land register from the real estate
registration office;

d) drawings or sketches able to ensure a good identification,
by location and area, of each space, that is flat, in the
structure of the building;

Par. 2 of let. c) and let. d) were abrogated by the Expeditious
Government Ordinance No. 44 of November 26, 1998, published in the
Official Gazette No. 460 of November 30, 1998.

e) enumeration and description of the parts found in joint
property;

f) the quota reverting to each flat from the joint property.
According to the Law. No. 145/1999 Art. 8 has been modified and shall

have the following contents:
ÒArt. 8. Ñ The association agreement must contain mentions regarding:

the name, surname and domicile of the owners, the individualization of the
property according to the title deed.Ó

Art. 9. Ñ At the constitutive meeting of the ownersÕ
association, the flat owners shall elect an executive committee
and an auditing commission, and shall decide on their number
and the duration of their mandate.
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The natural or juristic persons, owners of dwellings in
buildings affected by earthquakes, are obliged to take measures
for their consolidation, according to the statutory provisions.

Irrespective of the nature of the interventions, the keeping of
the harmonious and unitary aspect of the entire building shall
be taken into account.

Art. 18. Ñ The owner may bring in improvements or
modifications to his flat, without endangering the structural
integrity of the building or of the other flats.

The owner cannot change the aspect of the joint property without
obtaining, first of all, the acceptance of the ownersÕ association.

Art. 19. ÑThe walls between neighbouring flats, that are not
part of the resistance structure of the building, may be shifted
by agreement between the respective flat owners and by
notifying the ownersÕ association.

The walls between the flats and the joint property, that are
not part of the resistance structure of the building, may be
shifted only amending the association agreement.

Art. 20. ÑIf a flat owner or any other person acting on his
behalf causes damages to any part of the joint property or to
another flat, the respective owner has to repair the damage or
to pay the expenses for the repair works. 

CHAPTER V 
The organization and functioning of the ownersÕ association
Art. 21. Ñ After the first organizational meeting for the

setting up of the ownersÕ association, a general meeting of the
association members shall take place at least once a year.

The general meeting is made of all the members of the
ownersÕ association.

The special meetings of the association may be convened
any time by the executive committee or by the flat owners,
representing at least 20% of the ownership quotas.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 par. 3 of Art. 21 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

Ò For special cases, the association meeting may be convened any time
by the executive committee or by association members that hold altogether
at least 20% of the ownership quotas.Ó

All the owners must be informed about any meeting of the
association by at least 10 days prior to its taking place.
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According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 12 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒArt. 12. Ñ The association agreement and the statute may be modified
under the same conditions stipulated for the setting-up of the association.

The modifications stipulated in par. 1 are registered under the conditions
established for acquiring the legal personality.Ó

Art. 13. Ñ In case the flats, respectively the spaces may be
added or withdrawn from the association, the association
agreement has to establish the formula to be used in the
recalculation of the quotas incumbent on the flats remaining in
the association.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 13 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒArt. 13. Ñ The subsequent registration with the ownersÕ association of
the owners that were not present at the constitutive meeting is made at their
request, without any other formalities.Ó

CHAPTER IV 
The rights and obligations of flat owners

Art. 14. Ñ The flat owner is obliged to maintain the flat in
good condition, on his own expense. No owner may infringe or
prejudice the right of joint or individual property.

Art. 15. Ñ On a 15 daysÕ notice, the owner is obliged to
accept the access to his flat of a representative of the
association, whenever it is necessary to inspect, repair or
replace elements of the joint property to which access is
possible only from that flat. Emergencies make an exception,
when no notice is necessary.

Art. 16. Ñ The administration, maintenance and repairs of
the joint property are the responsibility of the association, and
the costs thereof shall represent joint expenses.

The ownersÕ association may employ other persons or may
conclude contracts for the carrying out, respectively the
supplying of such services.

Art. 17. Ñ The ownersÕ association, by a majority vote may
take measures regarding the improvement of comfort and the
efficiency of the building. The more important installations such as:
hot water boilers, central heating, water tanks, lifts, other
equipment of a similar size may be changed by the association
only with the approval of at least two thirds of the ownersÕ votes.
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According to the Law No. 145/1999 par. 2 of Art. 23 has been modified
and shall have the following contents:

ÒThe decisions of the ownersÕ associations shall be taken by the vote of
the majority of the association members present at the meeting
proceedings.Ó

Art. 24. Ñ The ownersÕ association carries out the following
duties:

a) adopts and amends the income and expenses budget, as
well as the working capital; collects the usual and special
quotas for the joint expenses from the flat owners and from the
owners of the spaces with other destination than that of
dwelling;

b) employs and discharges the one that manages the
property or the other clerks or employees, with a view to
managing and proper functioning of the building; the necessary
personnel for the  good management of the joint use parts and
installations of the building may be employed by individual
labour contract or by civil convention, according to what is
established through negotiation;

c) promotes or defends in lawsuits, on its own behalf or on
behalf of the flat owners, the interests relating to the building;

d) concludes contracts and assumes obligations, on its own
behalf or on behalf of the flat owners, in the interests relating
to the building;

e) settles the use, maintenance, repair, replacement and
modification of the joint property;

f) imposes penalties for the delay in the payment of the
maintenance quotas;

g) adopts or amends the decisions, rules and regulations;
h) completes up to date the technical book of the

construction;
i) ensures the observation of the behaviour in time of the

construction, for its entire duration;
j) exercises other duties that were assigned to it by the

association agreement or the vote of the flat owners.
According to the Law No. 145/1999 let. b)Ñe) and h)Ñj) of Art. 24 have

been modified and shall have the following contents:
Òb) employs and releases from office the one that manages the property

or the other clerks or employees, with a view to managing and proper
functioning of the building; the necessary personnel for the proper
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Art. 22. Ñ The ownersÕ association may adopt decisions, if
at least two thirds of the members are present personally or
through a representative.

If the quorum is not formed, the meeting may be suspended
and reconvened.

At the reconvened meeting, if it is proved that all the
members of the ownersÕ association have been convened, the
decisions may be adopted irrespective of the number of the
members present.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 22 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒArt. 22. Ñ The ownersÕ association may adopt decisions, if the majority
of members are present personally or through a representative.

If the quorum is not formed, the meeting shall be suspended and
reconvened.

At the reconvened meeting, if it is proved that all the members of the
association have been invited, the decisions may be adopted by the majority
vote of the members present.

The decisions of the general meeting of the ownersÕ association
regarding the proper maintenance and exploitation of the dwelling building
are also compulsory for the owners in the same building that are not
members of the association.Ó

Art. 23. Ñ In order to adopt the decisions in the meeting of
the ownersÕ association the following shall be taken into account:

According to the Law No. 145/1999 the introductory formula of par. 1 of
Art. 23 has been modified and shall have the following contents:

ÒArt. 23. Ñ In order to adopt the decisions of the ownersÕ association the
following shall be taken into account:Ó

a) the vote of each owner has an equal share with the
quota from the joint property;

b) the owner may be represented by a member of the family
or by another representative who has an authorization signed
by the owner on whose behalf he votes;

c) a member of the ownersÕ association may represent at
most another absent member by a written authorization;

d) in case of an even vote, the vote of the president is
decisive.

The decisions of the ownersÕ association shall be taken,
generally, by one vote representing the simple majority of the
total of the votes obtained.
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Art. 27. Ñ The president of the ownersÕ association
represents the association in the carrying on of the contracts
and assumes obligations on behalf of the association. He
represents the ownersÕ association against a third party,
including the actions at law initiated by the association against
a flat owner who did not discharge his obligations to the
association, or in the lawsuits initiated by a flat owner who
contests a decision of the ownersÕ association. 

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 27 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒArt. 27. Ñ The president of the ownersÕ association represents the
association in the carrying on of the contracts and assumes obligations on
its behalf. He represents the ownersÕ association against a third party,
including the actions initiated by the association against an owner or a
tenant who did not discharge his obligations to the association, or in the
lawsuits initiated by an owner who contests a decision of the ownersÕ
association.Ó

CHAPTER VII 
Joint expenses; collection of maintenance quotas

Art. 28. Ñ The fiscal year of the ownersÕ association shall
be the calendar year.

Before the beginning of the next fiscal year and for each
fiscal year that follows, the executive committee shall prepare
and present to the owners, in the general meeting, an annual
budget, sufficient to cover the anticipated expenses for the
maintenance and functioning of the joint property.

If the members of the ownersÕ association agree, a fund for
the repair and improvement of the joint property shall also be
approved. The executive committee shall prepare and present to
the general meeting the necessary amount to feed this fund.

The annual budget shall have to be adopted by the majority
vote of the general meeting of the ownersÕ association.

The ownersÕ association may open an account at any
banking unit or Savings Bank branch.

Art. 29. Ñ All the flat owners have to pay in advance the
quota incumbent on them from the budget for joint expenses.

The payment shall be made according to the decision taken
in the general meeting.
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management of the joint use parts and installations of the building may be
employed by individual labour contract or by civil convention;

c) institutes an action or upholds in court, on its own behalf or on behalf
of the associated owners, the interests relating to the building;

d) concludes contracts and assumes obligations on its own behalf or on
behalf of the associated owners, in the interests relating to the building;

e) settles the use, maintenance, repair, replacement and modification of
the joint property;

.................
h) ensures the up to date completion of the technical book of the

construction;
i) ensures the observation of the behaviour in time of the construction for

the entire duration of its existence;
j) exercises other duties that were assigned to it by the association

agreement or the vote of the associated owners.Ó

Art. 25. Ñ If a decision of the ownersÕ association is contrary
to the law or to the association agreement, or is of a nature to
cause considerable damage to the interests of a minority of the
flat owners, any owner may bring an action against the validity
of that decision, within 60 days since its adoption.

The action at law must not interrupt the enforcement of the
decision, unless the court decides the suspension of that
decision.

According to the Law No. 145/1999 Art. 25 has been modified and shall
have the following contents:

ÒArt. 25. Ñ In case a decision of the ownersÕ association is contrary to
the law or to the association agreement, or is of a nature to cause
considerable damage to the interests of the owners, these may institute
proceedings against the respective decision, within 60 days since its
adoption. The action at law must not interrupt the enforcement of the
decision unless the court orders its suspension.Ó

CHAPTER VI
The executive committee

Art. 26. Ñ With the exception of the duties exclusively
reserved to the flat owners, the executive committee may
represent the ownersÕ association in the management and
exploitation of the building.

The executive committee may employ specialized personnel
or may appoint other persons to carry out the task incumbent
on it.
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LAW
on the setting up of the National

Agency for Dwellings*

CHAPTER I
General provisions

Art. 1. Ñ (1) For the development of dwelling building
at national level, the National Agency for Dwellings is set
up, called, in short, N.A.D.

(2) The National Agency for Dwellings is an institution
of public interest, having legal personality, for the
coordination of certain financing resources in the field of
dwelling building, having financial autonomy.

(3) The organization and operation regulations of the
National Agency for Dwellings are approved by
Government Decision.

Art. 2. Ñ (1) The National Agency for Dwellings has as
objective the carrying out of some financial deals, as well
as the drawing and administration of the resources, under
the conditions of the present law, for the building,
purchase, rehabilitation, consolidation, and expansion of
certain dwellings, including those exploited in leasing
system.

(2) Out of the resources of the National Agency for
Dwellings, credits are granted, which are guaranteed by
creating mortgages on the building Ñ land and construction Ñ,
free of any task.

(3) The registration of the mortgage is made on the
basis of the credit contract. The operation of registering
the mortgage is exempted from stamp duty.

(4) For the carrying on of the activities specific to the
crediting operation, the National Agency for Dwellings
concludes special conventions with the banking
institutions, depositories of its resources, which shall act
as mortgage banks. 
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* The Law No. 152/July 15, 1998 was published in the Official
Gazette of Romania, Part I, No. 265/July 16, 1998.

Art. 30. Ñ A special amount, outside the joint expenses
provided for in the budget, meant to cover contingent but
necessary joint expenses, may be collected with the approval
given by the vote of two thirds of the number of the ownersÕ
association. Such amounts shall be paid at the terms appointed
by the general meeting of the ownersÕ association.

Art. 31. Ñ The ownersÕ association may impose a penalty
for non-payment of the joint expenses, including the contingent
ones, and of other debts, on any owner guilty for non-payment
thereof, for more than 30 days from the appointed term.

The ownersÕ association has the right to bring an action
against any owner guilty for non-payment of the joint expenses,
including the contingent ones, for more than 90 days from the
appointed term.

The action is exempt from stamp duty.
The sentence passed in favour of the ownersÕ association,

for the amounts due by any owner, may be applied by any
method allowed by the Code of civil procedure meant to cover
the debts.

According to the Law No. 145/1999, after Art. 31, Art. 311 is introduced,
that shall have the following contents:

ÒArt. 311. Ñ The provisions included in the present frame-regulations
referring to the flat owners also applies to the owners of spaces with other
destination than that of dwelling, situated in buildings meant for dwelling.Ó
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b) interest from granted credits;
c) income from investments in government securities

and bank deposits;
d) donations from natural and juristic persons,

Romanian or foreign;
e) accumulated amounts as a performance bond for the

discounting of investment works;
f) other resources legally constituted.
(2) The resources of the National Agency for Dwellings

are completed with the repaid instalments, relating to the
granted credits.

Art. 7. Ñ In order to draw additional resources, the
National Agency for Dwellings may issue, periodically,
securities under the form of bonds of the National Agency
for Dwellings, on medium and long term. The bonds of
the National Agency for Dwellings are transferable
securities, issued at nominal value, with index-linked
interest, payable monthly, dematerialized, guaranteed by
the state.

Art. 8. Ñ The circulation of the National Agency for
Dwellings bonds is done through the banking institutions,
depositories of the National Agency for Dwellings
resources.

Art. 9. Ñ The National Coordination Council of the
National Agency for Dwellings shall establish the date,
volume and the other financial characteristics of each
issue, included in the issue prospectus.

Art. 10. Ñ (1) The National Agency for Dwellings bonds
may be bought by natural or juristic persons resident or
non-resident in Romania.

(2) The banking institutions, which in the capacity of
agent of the National Agency for Dwellings provide the
primary issue of its bonds, also provide the registers of
bondholders, as well as the payment operations of the
monthly income due to them.

(3) The bondholders of the National Agency for
Dwellings benefit from all the rights granted by law to
the holders of transferable securities.

Art. 11. Ñ (1) The secondary market of the National
Agency for Dwellings bonds is constituted under the
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Art. 3. Ñ On the basis of the criteria established by the
National Agency for Dwellings, the following may benefit
of credits: 

a) natural persons with Romanian citizenship,
domiciled in Romania;

b) Romanian juristic persons.
Art. 4. Ñ (1) The credit beneficiaries may be granted the

following facilities:
a) a rate of interest lower than the average rate of

interest practised on the financial-banking market,
calculated and accepted by the National Agency for
Dwellings;

b) the access to building lands, by means of sale and
purchase, granting or utilization for the entire duration of
existence of the construction, under preferential terms,
established by the National Agency for Dwellings together
with the authorities of the local or central public
administration, as the case may be;

c) exemption from the payment of the land taxes and
of the taxes on structures, for the duration of the credit
return.

(2) The National Agency for Dwellings shall ensure an
annual quantum out of its own funds, destined to credits,
under advantageous terms, for the young and the young
families.

Art. 5. Ñ (1) The maximum ceilings of the credits to be
granted for the financing of dwelling building or
purchase, under the provisions of the present law, shall
fit with the maximum cost ceilings for the building of
new constructions, established by the National Agency for
Dwellings.

(2) For the purchase of dwellings and the carrying out
of building works relating to the existing housing reserve
Ð rehabilitation, consolidation, expansion Ð, the National
Agency for Dwellings shall establish specific settlements,
under the terms of the law.

Art. 6. Ñ (1) The resources of the National Agency for
Dwellings are kept in accounts in the name of the Agency,
in authorized banking institutions, and may be made of:

a) allocations from the state budget and/or from the
local budgets;
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CHAPTER II
Organization

Art. 17. Ñ (1) The management of the National Agency
for Dwellings is achieved through the National
Coordination Council, as a deliberative body, and through
the board of directors as an executive body.

(2) The National Coordination Council is a decision-
making body, appointed through a Government decision.
By the same decision, the person designated to fulfil the
position of chairman of the board shall be nominated
from among its members.

(3) The board of directors is made of 5Ð7 members,
designated and appointed by the National Coordination
Council.

(4) The chairman of the National Coordination Council
is also the chairman of the board of directors.

Art. 18. Ñ (1) The National Coordination Council is
made of 13 members, designated as follows:

Ñ Ministry of Public Works and
Country Planning Ñ 2 members

Ñ Ministry of Youth and Sports Ñ 1 member
Ñ Ministry of Finance Ñ 1 member
Ñ Romanian Association of Banks Ñ 1 member
Ñ Department of Local Public

Administration Ñ 1 member
Ñ Ministry of Privatization Ñ 1 member
Ñ Ministry of National Defence Ñ 1 member
Ñ Ministry of National Education Ñ 1 member
Ñ Municipalities Federation of

Romania Ñ 1 member
Ñ Cities Federation of Romania Ñ 1 member
Ñ Association of County Councils

Chairmen Ñ 1 member
Ñ General Council of Bucharest

Municipality Ñ 1 member.
(2) The National Coordination Council approves, in its

first meeting, the organization and operation regulations.
(3) The National Coordination Council meets at least

once a month and whenever necessary, upon the
convening by the chairman.
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terms of the law, by admission of the bonds to the stock
exchange quotation or on another supervised market.

(2) The application for listing at the stock exchange or
on other supervised market is submitted by the National
Agency for Dwellings.

Art. 12. Ñ (1) On the secondary market of the National
Agency for Dwellings bonds shall act, in the capacity of
intermediaries, the transferable securities companies.

(2) The bondholders of the National Agency for
Dwellings have the right to transmit to the intermediaries
orders to sell the bonds held, irrespective of their due
term.

Art. 13. Ñ On the date of admission of the National
Agency for Dwellings bonds to the stock exchange
quotation or on another supervised market, the Register
of the National Agency for Dwellings bondholders shall be
set up, under the terms of the law, which shall provide
the registration of the bond dealings of the National
Agency for Dwelling, and of the investors in such
securities.

Art. 14. Ñ With a view to ensuring an efficient
guarantee, within the National Agency for Dwellings, a
fund shall be set up for the guarantee of the bonds issued
by it.

Art. 15. Ñ (1) The guarantee fund of the bonds shall
have as a source of setting up the initial allocation from
the state budget and the distribution commission cashed
upon the primary issue of the National Agency for
Dwellings bonds.

(2) The guarantee fund of the National Agency for
Dwellings bonds shall be managed by the National Agency
for Dwellings.

Art. 16. Ñ The guarantee fund of the National Agency
for Dwellings bonds shall be utilized only in the case in
which the volume of the payments due to bondholders
shall be superior to the volume cashed from the due
instalments for the granted mortgage credits and the
relevant interest.
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b) to approve the conclusion of conventions for the
circulation of the funds, with the authorized banking
institutions, which grant mortgage credits;

c) to establish the criteria and terms for the granting of
credits;

d) to approve the maximum ceiling of the credit which
can be granted to a natural or juristic person and to
propose the level of the interest rate relating to it;

e) to analyse the way of utilizing the credits and to
establish measures in accordance with the statutory
provisions;

f) to represent, through its chairman, the interests of
the National Agency for Dwellings, in justice and in the
relations with third parties;

g) to draw up the organization and operation
regulations of the National Agency for Dwellings;

h) to propose maximum cost ceil ings for the
dwellings financed according to the provisions of the
present law;

i) to propose the volume and the characteristics of each
bond issue, included in the issue prospectus.

Art. 21. Ñ (1) The National Coordination Council
and the National Agency for Dwellings are responsible
for the management of the funds, according to the
law.

(2) Annually, the Government shall submit to the
Parliament a report on the activity of the National Agency
for Dwellings.

Art. 22. Ñ (1) The organization and operation expenses
of the National Agency for Dwellings are ensured from
the annual income stipulated in the budget of income
and expenditure.

(2) The excess in the budget is constituted as a
resource for the National Agency for Dwellings for the
next year.

Art. 23. Ñ The funds necessary for the starting of
the activity of the National Agency for Dwellings are
made up by issue of bonds guaranteed by the state,
from the state budget and from other sources legally
constituted.
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(4) The preparation and development of the
proceedings of the National Coordination Council, as well
as the putting into practice of the directives and decisions
adopted are ensured by the board of directors of the
National Agency for Dwellings.

Art. 19. Ñ The National Coordination Council has the
following prerogatives:

a) to advise and submit for approval to the
Government the organization and operation regulations of
the National Agency for Dwellings, within 30 days from
appointment;

b) to substantiate, on the basis of some speciality
studies, through the Ministry of Public Works and
Country Planning, in its capacity to authorize credits, the
annual requests for state budget allocations for dwelling
building, in accordance with the present law;

c) to approve the annual ceiling of credits;
d) to establish the conditions for the use of the

amounts accumulated by the National Agency for
Dwellings;

e) to decide on the financial investments in
government securities;

f) to analyse and decide on the patrimonial
commitments of the National Agency for Dwellings;

g) to approve the budget of income and expenditure
and the balance sheet of the National Agency for
Dwellings;

h) to approve the criteria and the terms for the
granting of credits;

i) to approve the maximum cost ceilings for the
dwellings financed according to the provisions of the
present law;

j) to approve the rate of interest for the granted credits;
k) to approve the issue prospectus of the National

Agency for Dwellings bonds.
Art. 20. Ñ The board of directors of the National

Agency for Dwellings has the following prerogatives:
a) to manage the resources of the National Agency for

Dwellings and to carry out investments in government
securities and in bank deposits;
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METHODOLOGICAL NORMS
for the enforcement of the Law

No. 152/1998 on the setting up of the
National Agency for Dwellings*

CHAPTER I
General provisions

Art.  1. Ñ The National Agency for Dwellings
coordinates the constitution and the drawing of financing
sources in the field of dwelling building, including those
from the budget resources, sources which the Agency
administers and out of which it grants credits for the
building, purchase, rehabilitation, consolidation and
expansion of certain dwellings, including for those
exploited in leasing system. The National Agency for
Dwellings is also constituting its own financing sources.

Art. 2. Ñ The substantiation of the annually necessary
budgetary allocations is made by the National Agency for
Dwellings through the Ministry of Public Works and
Country Planning, empowered to authorize credits. To
this end, the National Agency for Dwellings shall carry
out, annually, an analysis of the crediting request for
dwellings, on the basis of some speciality studies achieved
in cooperation with the local public administration
bodies, an analysis which shall be submitted to the
Ministry of Public Works and Country Planning, and
which shall be accompanied by a substantiation of the
necessary funds for each county and for the Bucharest
Municipality.

In substantiating the annual requests for allocations
from the state budget, there shall be included, with
priority, the amounts necessary to cover the crediting
applications of the young and young families, with a view
to building or purchasing dwellings.
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*The Methodological Norms were approved by the Government
Decision No. 810/November 16, 1998, and were published in the Official
Gazette of Romania, Part I, No. 441/November 19, 1988.

CHAPTER III
Final provisions

Art. 24. Ñ The National Agency for Dwellings may
modify, periodically, the general terms for granting new
mortgage credits, depending on the position of the
monetary market and of the capital market.

Art. 25. Ñ Within 30 days from the coming into force
of the present law, the Ministry of Public Works and
Country Planning, in collaboration with the Ministry of
Finance, the National Bank of Romania, and the National
Securities Commission shall draw up methodological
norms of application, which shall be adopted by the
Government.

Art. 26. Ñ Within 15 days from the approval of the
methodological norms for the enforcement of the present
law, the National Coordination Council of the National
Agency for Dwellings shall be appointed.
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of the Law No. 152/1998, may cover all the necessary
expenditures.

The duration of the repayment of the credits is of
maximum 25 years.

Art. 5. Ñ In the special conventions concluded by the
National Agency for Dwellings with the authorized
banking institutions, there shall be established for those
the tasks of depository of the resources and that of
manager of the credits.

Art. 6. Ñ The mortgage guarantee over the building Ñ
land and construction Ñ, in connection with which the
credit is being granted, shall be incorporated in the credit
contract, concluded in the name of the National Agency
for Dwellings between the banking institution and the
credit beneficiary.

Art. 7. Ñ The National Agency for Dwellings shall
conclude conventions with the local public administration
authorities for the suport of the dwelling building
programmes. For the building lands under the
management of the local public administration
authorities, on which the dwellings are built with
financing by credits granted by the National Agency for
Dwellings, facilities shall be established within the
conventions concluded, which may be granted to the
beneficiaries of dwellings as regards the access to building
lands by means of purchase and sale, granting or
utilization for the entire duration of existence of the
construction. In these conventions stipulations shall be
made regarding the possibility and the terms for granting
exemptions from the payment of land taxes, and of the
taxes on the structures, by the credit beneficiaries,
according to the provisions of Art. 4 par. (1) letter c) of
the Law No. 152/1998.

Art. 8. Ñ The young and the young families, who may
be granted credits under advantageous conditions, fit
within the age limit of up to 35 years.

The applications for dwelling credits, submitted by the
young and young families, shall be solved as priorities.

Art. 9. Ñ The maximum cost ceilings, provided in Art. 5
par. (1) of the Law No. 152/1998, are established, as a rule,
annually, by the National Agency for Dwellings, subject to
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The granting of budget allocations shall be done by
taking into consideration the utilization of the other
financing sources and within the limits of the annual
budget provisions, approved for that purpose.

The allocations from the state budget for the
constitution of the resources of the National Agency for
Dwellings, established under the terms of the law, are
included in the budget of the Ministry of Public Works
and Country Planning.

For the investment projects in progress, financed from
the funds specially set up for dwelling building, according
to the Government Ordinance No. 19/1994 regarding the
stimulation of investments for the carrying out of certain
public works and dwelling building, approved and
modified by the Law No. 82/1995, and according to the
Law on the dwelling No. 114/1996, republished, as well as
from the resources of the National Agency for Dwellings,
the building units shall ensure the depositing,
compulsorily, in specially opened accounts at banking
institutions authorized by the National Agency for
Dwellings, of the amounts representing guarantees for
proper execution. The amounts thus constituted may be
used by the National Agency for Dwellings on the grounds
of the provisions of Art. 6 par. (1) letter c) of the Law No.
152/1998. For the respective amounts, the National
Agency for Dwellings shall ensure the payment of an
interest at the level of the sight interest practised by the bank.

Art. 3. Ñ The credits for the consolidation of the
dwellings provided in Art. 2 par. (1) of the Law No.
152/1998, others than those provided by special laws, may
be granted, on the basis of certain legal expert appraisals
of the dwellings, in the order of priority established by
the National Agency for Dwellings. The credits provided
by special laws for the consolidation of the dwellings may
be granted under the terms and according to the
priorities established by these laws.

The credits meant for the rehabilitation and expansion
of dwellings may be granted in association with the
credits for their consolidation.

Art. 4. Ñ The credits granted by the National Agency
for Dwellings, in accordance with the provisions of Art. 2
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Ñ re-insurance companies, by any other interested juristic
or natural persons, resident or non-resident in Romania.

Bond issue
Art. 13. Ñ The National Coordination Council of the

National Agency for Dwellings shall establish by auction
which are the finance-banking institutions acting as
primary dealers of the Agency and shall take care of the
elaboration of the issue prospectus.

The public offer prospectus shall include, compulsorily,
the following information:

a) general data Ñ mentioned on the cover of the public
offer prospectus:

Ñ identity data of the National Agency for Dwellings;
Ñ type, class, number and main characteristics of the

bonds which are the object of the public offer;
Ñ selling price of the bonds;
Ñ issue price of the transferable securities Ñ

subscription price Ñ representing the net price for the
issuer and the commission for the primary dealers;

Ñ amount of the funds estimated to be obtained by the
offerer;

Ñ way of making the public offer.
In case of organizing a sales group, data shall also be

presented about:
Ñ the name of the manager;
Ñ the members of the sales group;
Ñ commissions or other income received;
Ñ period of unfolding of the public offer.
There shall be specified if the issuer has transferable

securities listed at the stock exchange, their type and
class, the secondary organized market on which the
transferable securities Ñ the object of the public offer Ñ
shall be transacted. There shall also be specified the risk
factors of the public offer;

b) information about the issuer:
Ñ the prospects of development of the issuerÕs activity;

priority objectives;
Ñ financing sources;
Ñ level of interests distributed during the last 3 years

or at least during a financial year, if the issuer operates
for less than 3 years, as well as their term of payment.
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the value of the component elements of the cost price for
dwelling building.

The maximum cost ceilings shall be established in
relation to the built area, establishing correction
coefficients for their adapting according to the level of
endowment and the finishings requested for dwellings by
the credit beneficiaries.

In case inflation exceeds the level of an annual
instalment of 25 %, the maximum cost ceilings for
dwellings shall be revalued after 6 months from their
establishing. For the credits granted for dwelling building,
additional credits may be obtained, at the request of the
beneficiaries, whenever, during the course of the building
works, the maximum cost ceilings taken into account
when contracting the initial credit are modified.

CHAPTER II
Bonds and bond issue

Art. 10. Ñ In accordance with the provisions of Art. 7
of the Law No. 152/1998, for drawing additional resources,
the National Agency for Dwellings shall issue securities,
under the form of bonds for medium and long terms.

Bonds
Art. 11. Ñ The bonds issued by the National Agency for

Dwellings are negotiable transferable securities, issued in
dematerialized form and registered in the account, whose
characteristics shall be established upon each issue. The
face value of a bond shall not be below 25,000 lei. These
bonds are guaranteed by the state under the terms
provided in Art. 14Ñ16 of the Law No. 152/1998, with the
prior approval of the Government. On the due date, the
bonds shall be bought back by the issuer at the face
value.

Art. 12. Ñ The distribution and sale on the primary
market of the bonds issued by the National Agency for
Dwellings shall be made through authorized banking
institutions, depositories of the AgencyÕs financial
resources.

The bonds may be bought from the distributors by the
banks, securities companies, investment funds, insurance
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up the prospectus of public offer, including the provisions
regarding the potential indebtedness which might arise
out of these situations; their estimated effect on the
activity of the issuer, on its financial results or on its
transferable securities;

Ñ reference to any significant information not included
in the prospectus for reason of confidentiality, and the
publication of which would be detrimental to the interests
of the holders of the issuerÕs transferable securities,
provided that the prospectus includes a statement
specifying the fact that the respective issuer has obtained
permission from the National Transferable Securities
Committee not to include the respective information in
the prospectus;

Ñ is shall be mentioned whether the issuer has ever
been declared unable to pay debts, whether he has been
subject to a judicial procedure regarding the recovery of
remaining debt, or whether he has been subject to an
adjudication of bankruptcy and which were the results of
these: litigations, lawsuits in progress;

Ñ information on the ways to obtain certain copies of
the public offer prospectus and the request to confirm the
consultation thereof, before any purchase of transferable
securities offered through the agency of this prospectus.

At the end of the prospectus the following text shall be
introduced: ÒIn case certain irregularities are found, the
public offer may be cancelled within 90 days from the
date of receipt of the report on the results thereof, at the
National Transferable Securities Committee.Ó
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During the first year of activity of the National Agency for
Dwellings, this information shall not be included in the
issue prospectus;

c) informational elements on the public offer:
Ñ the characteristics of risk and of efficiency of the

bonds which are the object of the public offer;
Ñ amount of the funds estimated to be obtained as a

result of the public offer;
Ñ the period for which it is anticipated to ensure the

liquidity requirements with the amounts obtained from
the public offer;

Ñ in case of a primary offer, the destination of the
returns obtained from the sale of the transferable
securities;

Ñ places of subscription and the work schedule with
the public;

Ñ dates of opening and closing of the public offer; the
right of early closing of the public offer;

Ñ procedures used in case of excess of subscription or
of insufficient demand;

Ñ name and domicile of the manager and of the
members of the intermediation pool, as well as of the
members of the sales group. There shall be pointed out the
commissions and other income obtained by these, the way
of establishing and distribution among them of the
intermediation margin. In case of the guaranteed
investment there shall be pointed out the way of
distributing the risk among the managers and the members
of the intermediation pool;

Ñ the regulated market on which the issued
transferable securities shall be transacted;

Ñ name and addresses of the transfer and payment
agent, of the agent of operation and keeping the register
of members; the depository companies;

Ñ in the case of issuing loan-bonds, the prospectus
shall include the financial indices of indebtedness and the
degree of covering the interest from the returns.

Ñ any other significant facts;
d) other information:
Ñ origin and nature of any debt on the issuer or on

any of its subunits, not yet paid on the date of drawing
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(6) After registering the mortgage on the new building,
the previously constituted guarantees cease their effect by
right.

Art. 4. Ñ The provisions of art. 1,722 in the Civil Code
apply only in the case in which the publicity formalities
stipulated by law had been carried out before the
mortgage registration.

Art. 5. Ñ Until the full repayment of the credit, the
mortgaged buildings may be alienated only with the prior
consent of the mortgagee. The contracts concluded with
the non-observance of these provisions shall be rendered
void.

CHAPTER II
The institutions granting mortgage credits and the

persons that may benefit from mortgage credits
Art. 6. Ñ The banks, the National Agency for Dwellings,

the Savings Bank and other financial institutions
authorized by law, including the mortgage funds, may
grant mortgage credits.

Art. 7. Ñ From mortgage credits, under the terms of
the present law, may benefit the natural persons having
Romanian citizenship and domiciled in Romania, and the
Romanian juristic persons having as object of activity the
construction, rehabilitation, consolidation or expansion of
buildings meant for a dwelling, industrial or commercial
purpose, as well as the Romanian juristic persons who
wish to build service dwellings or intervention dwellings
for their employees.

CHAPTER III
The mortgage credit contract and the insurance

contracts

Section 1
The mortgage credit contractÑcompulsory

clauses for the borrowersÕ protection

Art. 8. Ñ By at least 10 days prior to the signing of the
mortgage credit contract, the lender shall put at the
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LAW
on the mortgage credit for real

estate investments*

CHAPTER I
The mortgage credit and the guarantee for it

Art. 1. Ñ Under the terms of the present law, the
mortgage credit for real estate investments designates that
type of credits granted by authorized financial
institutions, meant to finance the construction, purchase,
rehabilitation, consolidation or extension of buildings
meant for a dwelling, industrial or commercial purpose.

Art. 2. Ñ The mortgage credit for real estate investments
is granted for a period of at least 5 years to juristic persons
and of at least 10 years to natural persons.

Art. 3. Ñ (1) The mortgage credit for real estate
investments shall be guaranteed by mortgages or
privileges, such as they are defined in Art. 1,737 of the
Civil Code, on the building Ñ land and construction Ñ for
which the credit is granted.

(2) The mortgage thus constituted to guarantee the credit
may have as object the land and the buildings raised on it,
subsequent to its constitution, within the limits of the value
established in the contract and while the credit is utilized.

(3) The provisions of Art. 1,775 of the Civil Code do not
apply to mortgages constituted to guarantee the loans
granted under the provisions of the present law.

(4) The mortgages or privileges constituted to guarantee
the mortgage loans last until the integral repayment of
the credit for the guarantee of which they had been set
up, the provisions of Art. 1,786 of the Civil Code not
being applicable.

(5) In case the parties do not agree, the mortgage may
be transferred to another building, having a value at least
equal to that of the building previously mortgaged.
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Government decision, after their advising by the National
Bank of Romania;

b) the contract may stipulate that the variation of the
rate of interest is limited, in a growing and decreasing
sense, at a certain level compared to the initial interest
rate. The contract may also stipulate that the rate of
interest varies only when the modification in a growing
or decreasing sense records, compared to the initial rate
of interest, a determined minimal difference.

c) the modification of the rate of interest must be
communicated to the borrower at the latest on the date of
applying the new rate.

Art. 15. Ñ The borrower shall bear only the expenses
pertaining to the drawing up of the file and to the
constitution of the mortgage.

Section 2
The compulsory insurance contracts

Art.  16. Ñ (1) The borrower shall conclude an
insurance contract regarding the mortgaged property,
which shall be available for the entire duration of the
mortgage contract.

(2) In the insurance contract provided for in par. (1)
the borrower shall be listed as beneficiary of the
insurance policy. In the case in which the indemnities
granted shall exceed the value of the mortgage credit
still to be repaid, and of the other amounts owed to the
lender, the balance is due to the credit beneficiary or to
his inheritors.

(3) The insurance premiums shall be paid by the
borrower at the same time with the repayment of the
instalments for the mortgage credit received.

Art. 17. Ñ In case the borrower is a juristic person,
this shall have to conclude an insurance contract for the
risk of non-finishing the constructions for which the
mortgage credit was granted, the beneficiary being the
borrower.

Art. 18. Ñ The insurance contracts provided for in Art.
16 and 17 shall be concluded with an insurance company,
while the lender shall not have the right to impose on the
borrower a certain insurer.
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disposal of the borrower a written offer which shall
include all the terms of the contract, as well as its term of
validity.

Art. 9. Ñ The mortgage credit contract cannot be
modified except by the written consent of the parties, in
keeping with the provisions of the present law.

Art. 10. Ñ (1) The amount of the mortgage credit shall
be put at the disposal of the mortgage credit beneficiary,
by instalments or in full, payment being made directly to
the seller in the case of purchase of a building, or to the
constructor in the other cases.

(2) In case the works for which mortgage credit has
been granted shall be carried out by the beneficiaries
under their own administration, the money shall be
transmitted to them in accordance with a financing
plan established by contract.

Art. 11. Ñ (1) It is prohibited to condition the
granting of a mortgage credit by the obligation of the
credit beneficiary to purchase or to subscribe
transferable securities from the lender, irrespective of
the form.

(2) The prohibition provided for in par. (1) does not
apply when buying titles of participation of the mortgage
funds.

Art. 12. Ñ The payability clauses before due date have
to be stipulated in the mortgage credit contract by a
distinctive clause.

Art. 13. Ñ (1) The borrowers have the right to repay in
advance the credit received, under the terms established
by the parties through the mortgage credit contract.

(2) In case of bankruptcy or voluntary liquidation of
the lender, the borrowers have the right to repay in
advance the mortgage credit received.

Art. 14. Ñ In the case in which in the mortgage credit
contract it was agreed that the rate of interest shall be
variable, the following rules shall apply:

a) the variation of the rate of interest has to be linked
to the fluctuations of a reference index; this has to be
selected out of a series of reference indices, the list of
which and the way of calculation being established by a
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(2) The transfer regards only the mortgage debts in the
held portfolio, which have common characteristics
regarding their nature, origin and risk.

Art. 25. Ñ (1) On the basis of the portfolio of the
mortgage and preferential debts, as per Art. 1,737 in the
Civil Code, the authorized financial institutions shall issue
securities negotiable on the capital market. The securities
shall be issued within the limits of 75 per cent of the
value of the held portfolio.

(2) To the securities issued by the authorized financial
institutions are applied the provisions of Law No.
52/1994, regarding the transferable securities and the
stock exchange.

Art. 26. Ñ The transfer of the mortgage debts shall be
notified within 10 days from effecting it, by registered
letter, by the transferor to the transferee.

Art. 27. Ñ In case the transferor and the transferee do
not decide otherwise, the repayment of the mortgage
credits shall continue to be done by the transferor, which
shall transmit to the transferee the amounts thus
obtained. The expenses generated by this operation shall
be borne by the transferee within the limits of the
amounts established through the deed of transfer of the
respective portfolio.

Art. 28. Ñ In case the transferor shall continue to
receive the repaid amounts, the execution of the mortgage
and preferential debts as per Art. 1,737 of the Civil Code
shall be done by it, on behalf of and for the transferee, at
the expense of the latter.

CHAPTER VI
Mortgage bonds

Art. 29. Ñ With the aim of drawing the necessary funds
for the granting of mortgage credits, the financial
institutions authorized as per the law may issue, under
the terms of Law No. 52/1994, bonds on the basis of the
held portfolio of mortgage or preferential debts.

Art. 30. Ñ The mortgage bonds may be issued within
the limits of 60 per cent of the portfolio value.
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CHAPTER IV
The execution of the debts of the institutions granting

mortgage credits
Art. 19. Ñ In case of delay of payment, the lender shall

send to the credit beneficiary a notification by registered
letter, warning him on the consequences of breaching the
mortgage credit contract.

Art. 20. Ñ In case in which, within 30 days from
receipt of the notification provided for in Art. 19, the
credit beneficiaries do not fulfil their obligations, the
mortgage credit contract is considered as cancelled by full
right and the entire amount of the credit instalments with
the relevant interest becomes exigible.

Art. 21. Ñ The mortgage credit contract, as well as the
subsequent real and personal guarantees represent writs
of execution, and shall be invested with the executory
formula by the court of law within the range of which the
building is located.

Art. 22. Ñ (1) The execution of the debtors shall be
done without conditioning it by the granting of another
dwelling place.

(2) In special circumstances, the court of law within the
location of the execution may grant a term of maximum
90 days, in which the debtor shall find another dwelling.
This provision applies only to natural persons.

Art. 23. Ñ The execution of the mortgage or
preferential debts according to Art. 1,737 of the Civil Code
shall be done by the executors of the authorized financial
institutions or by the judicial officers, as the case may be,
under the terms of the law.

CHAPTER V
The transfer of the mortgage and preferential debts and

their transformation into securities
Art. 24. Ñ (1) The mortgage and preferential debts, as

per Art. 1,737 of the Civil Code, which are part of the
portfolio of a financial institution authorized by law, may
be transferred to certain financial institutions authorized
to act on the capital markets.
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METHODOLOGICAL NORMS
for the enforcement of the Law

No. 190/1999 on the mortgage credit
for real estate investments*

CHAPTER I
Mortgage creditors

Art. 1. Ñ (1) In the sense of the Law No. 190/1999,
the mortgage creditors, subsequently called lenders, are
the banks, Romanian juristic persons, the bank-
branches, foreign juristic persons, authorized by the
National Bank of Romania to operate on the territory of
Romania, the Savings Bank and the National Agency for
Dwellings.

(2) The institutions mentioned in par. (1) may assign
the mortgage debts, acquired following the granting of
mortgage credits to entities authorized to operate on
capital markets, under the conditions of the present
methodological norms.

Art. 2. Ñ The prudential supervision of the activity of
the banks, Romanian juristic persons, of the bank-
branches, foreign juristic persons, authorized by the
National Bank of Romania to operate on the territory of
Romania, and of the Savings Bank shall be carried out by
the National Bank of Romania, under the conditions of
the Banking Law No. 58/1998, while the supervision of
issuing and trading securities and mortgage bonds shall
be carried out by the National Transferable Securities
Committee (CNVM).
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* The Methodological Norms No. 3/April 17, 2000, were issued by the
National Bank of Romania and the National Transferable Securities
Committee, and were published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part
I, No. 174/April 24, 2000.

Art. 31. Ñ The mortgage bonds are transferable
securities and may be transacted on the authorized capital
markets.

Art. 32. Ñ The authorized financial institutions shall
make up a guarantee fund for the mortgage bonds, which
shall be used under the terms stipulated in the
documents for the making up and organization thereof.

CHAPTER VII
Final provisions

Art. 33. Ñ (1) The authorized financial institutions are
under the cautious supervision of the National Bank of
Romania and under the supervision of the National
Transferable Securities Committee regarding the activity
of issuing bonds. 

(2) The authorized financial institutions are subject to
the control of institutions authorized by law.

Art. 34. Ñ Within 30 days from the date of coming into
force of the present law, the National Bank of Romania
and the National Transferable Securities Committee shall
draw up joint methodological norms for the enforcement
of the present law.
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Agency for Dwellings, these credits shall be granted with
the advice of a body with similar duties as the risk
committee, that shall be set up for this purpose.

Art. 5. Ñ The persons who carry out their activity
within the compartments with duties on the line of
granting, guaranteeing and carrying on of mortgage
credits, as well as the members of the risk committees
and of the body with similar duties stipulated in Art. 4
par. (2) must have an experience of at least one year in
the lending activity.

Section 1
Granting and guaranteeing of mortgage credits

Art. 6. Ñ The mortgage credits shall be granted in lei
on the basis of a mortgage credit contract in which there
shall be established, without being restrictive, the due
date terms, the interest, the value of guarantees, clauses
referring to non-payment at due date of the credit
representing the principal and/or the interest.

Art. 7. Ñ In order to obtain mortgage credits the
applicants have to submit an application accompanied by,
at least, the following documents:

a) in the case of natural persons:
Ñ proving documents regarding the fulfilment of the

conditions stipulated in Art. 7 of the Law No. 190/1999;
Ñ documents that should certify the capability of the

said persons to dispose of a sure, permanent income, such
as: certificate of wages, statement of income;

Ñ documents that should state the value of payment
commitments of the applicant and especially of the
obligations that have become exigible and unpaid on due
date. For this purpose the applicant shall submit a statement
to which copies from certain documents shall be attached,
such as: credit contracts, leasing contracts, contracts of
purchase in instalments of durable consumer goods;

Ñ statement on litigations with third parties, stating the
reasons that led to such situations;

b) in the case of juristic persons:
Ñ proving documents regarding the fulfilment of the

conditions stipulated in Art. 7 of the Law No. 190/1999,
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CHAPTER II
The granting, guaranteeing and carrying

on of mortgage credits
Art. 3. Ñ The granting, guaranteeing and carrying on of

mortgage credits shall be achieved by lenders on the basis
of certain lending internal norms approved by:

a) the board of directors, in the case of banks,
Romanian juristic persons, including the Savings Bank;

b) the statutory bodies of the bank, foreign juristic
persons, in the case of foreign bank-branches;

c) the national coordination council, in the case of the
National Agency for Dwellings.

Art. 4. Ñ (1) Under the lending internal norms of the
lenders the following elements shall be established,
without being restrictive:

Ñ the organizing of the activity of granting,
guaranteeing and carrying on of mortgage credits;

Ñ the conditions under which mortgage credits may be
granted, such as: the rate of interest, the maximum value
of the mortgage credit that can be granted to a single
borrower;

Ñ the documentation that has to accompany the
application for granting a mortgage credit. For this
purpose models of applications for granting mortgage
credits, models of credit contracts, of guarantee contracts,
of declarations and situations stipulated in Art. 7 shall be
drawn up;

Ñ the competencies of approving the mortgage credits,
subject to their value. For this purpose each lender shall
establish the value from which a mortgage credit is
considered a high value mortgage credit;

Ñ the indicators on the basis of which the credit-
worthiness of the mortgage credits applicants and the way
of their calculation are valuated;

Ñ the criteria that have to be taken into account on the
valuation of the estimated work to be done and the
buildings to be mortgaged.

(2) In the case of banks and of the Savings Bank high
value mortgage credits shall be granted with the advice of
the risk committee, while in the case of the National
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of the applicant and of his family, calculated as the
difference between the total income and the
commitments mentioned in the statement provided for in
Art. 7 let. a), 3rd dash;

Ñ special positions in which the applicant for mortgage
credit finds himself in relation with third parties, as well
as litigations that might significantly affect his credit-
worthiness;

b) in the case of the applicants for mortgage credits,
juristic persons:

Ñ the identification data of the applicant, such as:
name, address of the registered office, abstract from the
constitutive documents regarding the object of activity,
abstract from the decisions of the statutory bodies
regarding the contracting of the mortgage credit;

Ñ information (data) on the requested mortgage credit,
such as: amount, due date, destination, the building that
is the object of the guarantee;

Ñ information on the credit-worthiness of the
applicant. To this end, the following shall be taken into
account:

Ñ the calculation on the basis of the data in the last
balance sheet and in the last monthly trial balance
of at least the following indicators:
¥ current ratio;
¥ patrimonial solvency;
¥ degree of covering the interest;
¥ rate of profit;
¥ turnover of the circulating assets.

The calculation of these indicators, as well as the
recommendable levels of those indicators are shown in
the annex that is part and parcel of the present
methodological norms;

Ñ the evaluation of the applicantÕs capability to repay
the credit instalments at due date and to pay the
relevant interest on the basis of the data listed in
the position regarding the liquid funds flow.

(2) The reports provided for in par. (1) shall be
accompanied by a valuation report of the estimated work
to be done or of the building to be brought as guarantee.
The valuation report of the estimated work to be done
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such as: abstract from the constitutive documents
regarding the object of activity, abstract from the
decisions of the statutory bodies from which the
destinations of the mortgage credits should result;

Ñ a copy of the last balance sheet submitted to the
proper authorities and of the last three trial balances;

Ñ reports regarding patrimonial elements brought as
guarantee for the loans obtained from other creditors;

Ñ the income and expenditure budget in the running
year;

Ñ statement regarding litigations with third parties,
stating the reasons that led to such situations;

Ñ the projection of the liquid funds flow for the
running year.

(2) In the case of construction, rehabilitation,
consolidation or extension of buildings, the applicants for
mortgage credit shall submit a financing plan, agreed
upon by the credit applicant with the constructor that
should include the spacing out in time of the advanced
amounts.

Art. 8. Ñ (1) The approval of each mortgage credit shall
be made on the basis of a report to be drawn up by the
credit officer, signed by the head of the lending
compartment and by the financial-accounting
compartment. The report has to include the following
elements, without being restrictive:

a) in the case of the applicants for mortgage credits,
natural persons:

Ñ the identification data of the applicant, such as:
name, surname, address, identity number, citizenship;

Ñ information (data) referring to the requested credit,
such as: the amount, the due date, the destination, the
building that shall be the object of the guarantee;

Ñ information on the credit-worthiness of the
applicant. To this end, a comparative analysis shall be
carried out between the income of the applicant,
including that of the members of his family, and the
payment commitments assumed. In evaluating the credit-
worthiness of the applicant, there shall be taken into
account the fact that the credit instalments and those of
the interest should be of maximum 50% of the net income
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consolidation or extension of buildings, the amounts shall
be paid to the constructor upon the indication of the
borrower, in accordance with the financing plan drawn
up for that purpose.

Section 2
Carrying on of mortgage credits

Art. 11. Ñ For the duration of the mortgage credit the
lenders have the obligation to follow the execution of the
terms stipulated in the mortgage credit contract, referring
to: the destination of the amounts advanced, the financing
plan drawn up in the case of the credits granted for the
construction, rehabilitation, consolidation and extension
of buildings, and the repayment on due date of the credit
instalments and the payment of the relevant interest, as
well as the credit-worthiness of the borrower.

Art. 12. Ñ (1) For the amounts put at the disposal of
the borrower, spread out or in full, this one has to
present the lender documents, such as: deeds of
conveyance, fiscal receipts and invoices proving the
utilization of the mortgage credit for the purpose
established in the mortgage credit contract.

(2) In the case of mortgage credits granted for the
construction, rehabilitation, consolidation and extension
of buildings, the credit officers shall verify, at least once
every 3 months, how the constructor fits in with the
execution chart of the works. In the case of mortgage
credits granted on the basis of a financing plan, the credit
officer shall verify the way in which the conditions
included in the financing plan are fulfilled, especially
those referring to the value of the advanced amounts and
to the execution schedule.

(3) In justified cases the lenders may supplement the
already granted mortgage credits, by adequately observing
the conditions provided for in Art. 6Ñ10.

Art. 13. Ñ For the duration of the mortgage credit
the credit officers shall permanently follow the credit-
worthiness of the mortgage credit beneficiaries in order
to evaluate the changes occurred in the financial
position of the borrower. By the internal working
norms there shall be established both the documents,
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shall be drawn up by a building company, while the
valuation report of the building brought as guarantee
shall be drawn up by an appraiser holding a certificate
obtained from the National Association of Appraisers of
Romania (ANEVAR).

(3) After the approval of the mortgage credit by the
bodies provided for in Art. 3, the lender shall make, by at
least 10 days prior to the signing of the mortgage credit
contract, a written offer that shall include all the terms of
the contract, as well as its term of validity.

Art. 9. Ñ (1) The mortgage credit contract shall also
establish, besides the other terms of granting and carrying
on of the mortgage credit, the following obligations:

Ñ the calculation of interest also for unpaid amounts at
due date representing credit instalments and/or of interest;

Ñ the constituting, according to the provisions of the
law, of guarantees representing mortgages and privileges,
as well as the signing of the guarantee contract within 30
days from the signing of the mortgage credit contract.

(2) Within the framework of the guarantees constituted
for the mortgage credit, there shall be accepted only
mortgages of 1st rank and privileges. The value of these
guarantees, provided for in the valuation report drawn up
under the conditions of Art. 8 par. (2), may not be smaller
than 120% of the mortgage credit value. In the case of
guarantees representing mortgages, the mortgage credit
contract shall establish the obligation of the borrower not
to constitute other mortgages of the same rank on the
respective building.

(3) Within 5 days from the signing of the guarantee
contract, the borrower shall conclude an insurance
contract for the mortgaged building under the conditions
of Art. 16Ñ18 of the Law No. 190/1999.

Art. 10. Ñ The amount of the granted credit shall be
put at the disposal of the borrower, spread out or in full,
in accordance with the provisions of the mortgage credit
contract. In the case of mortgage credits granted for the
purchase of buildings, the respective amounts shall be
transferred, upon the indication of the borrower, into an
account opened in the name of the seller. In the case of
mortgage credits for the construction, rehabilitation,
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CHAPTER IV
Securities and mortgage bonds

Art. 18. Ñ (1) Any holder of a mortgage debt and the
entities authorized to operate on the capital market,
irrespective of the way of obtaining the capacity of
mortgage creditor, may issue, according to Art. 25 of the
Law No. 190/1999, on the basis of the mortgage debts
held, securities called mortgage bonds, within the limit of
75% of the total face value of the mortgage debts held at
the moment of issuing.

(2) The mortgage bonds are transferable securities
issued in dematerialized form on the capital markets and
are subject to the settlements of the National Transferable
Securities Committee regarding the issuer, issue,
investment, transfer, depositing and record of transferable
securities.

Art. 19. Ñ (1) The entities authorized to grant mortgage
credits may issue, according to Art. 29 of the Law No.
190/1999, on the basis of the mortgage debts held,
mortgage debentures, within the limit of 60 % of the total
face value of the mortgage debts held at the moment of
issuing.

(2) The mortgage bonds are transferable securities
issued in dematerialized form on the capital market and
are subject to the settlements of the National Transferable
Securities Committee regarding the issue, investment,
transfer, depositing and record of transferable securities.

Art. 20. Ñ The securities and the mortgage debentures,
issued by the same holder of mortgage debts, can not
exceed, together, 75 % of the total face value of the
mortgage debts held at the moment of issuing.

Art. 21.Ñ On the grounds of Art. 13 and 14 of the Law
No. 52/1994 regarding the transferable securities and the
stock exchanges, the National Transferable Securities
Committee shall adopt the necessary regulations with a
view to carrying out the obligations deriving from the
Law No. 190/1999 and from the present methodological
norms.
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such as the balance sheet, the trial balance, the income
tax return, as well as the frequency with which these
have to be submitted to the lender. On the basis of the
data included in these documents, as well as of those
obtained from other sources, the lender shall estimate,
for the entire duration of the carrying on of the
mortgage credit, the capability of the borrower to repay
on due date the credit instalments and the rates of
interest.

Art. 14. Ñ In the case in which the credit instalments
and/or the rates of interest are not repaid on due date by
over 30 days, the lenders shall apply the provisions of Art.
19Ñ23 of the Law No. 190/1999.

CHAPTER III
Mortgage debts

Art. 15. Ñ The mortgage debts are those between
lenders and borrowers, natural or juristic persons, for the
purpose stipulated in Art. 1 of the Law No. 190/1999.

Art. 16. Ñ The mortgage debts, the creditors of which
are indicated in Art. 1 par. (1) of the present
methodological norms, may be transferred to entities
authorized to operate on the capital market, under the
conditions provided for in the Civil Code for the transfer
of debt, and by observing the provisions of Art. 26 of the
Law No. 190/1999.

Art. 17. Ñ (1) The transfers of mortgage debts to
entities authorized to operate on the capital market may
be achieved only under the conditions stipulated in the
internal norms of these entities, drawn up for this
purpose.

(2) The requirements referring to the approval of
the transfer of mortgage debts and to the
administration of the credit risk relating to these
transfers shall be established in the internal norms
stipulated in par. (1) ,  by taking into account ,
accordingly , the requirements st ipulated in the
internal norms for the granting, guaranteeing and
carrying on of mortgage credits.
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ANNEX

M E T H O D
of calculating the estimation indicators of the credit-worthiness
of the applicants for a mortgage credit, juristic persons, and the

recommendable values of these indicators

Indicator Mode of Minimum
denomination calculating recommendable level

Current ratio (%) Current assets Ñ stocks 100%
Current liability 

Patrimonial solvency (%) Personal capital 60%
Total assets

Degree of interest covering Gross profit 3
Expenditure with interest

Rate of profit (%) Gross profit 10%
Turnover

Circulating assets turnover Turnover 8
Total circulating assets
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REGULATIONS No. 2/2000
for the enforcement of the Law
No. 190/1999 on the mortgage

credit for real estate investments*

CHAPTER I
Mortgage creditors

Art. 1. Ñ (1) In the sense of the Law No. 190/1999 on
the mortgage credit for real estate investments,
subsequently called law, the mortgage creditors are the
authorized banking companies, with the headquarters in
Romania, the National Agency for Dwellings, the Savings Bank.

(2) The institutions mentioned in par. (1) may transfer
the mortgage debts, acquired following the granting of
mortgage credits, to entities authorized to operate on the
capital markets, under the conditions of the present
regulations.

Art. 2. Ñ (1) The mortgage funds are set up as closed
funds, on the basis of a contract of civil private company
or trading company, by a number of minimum 5
founding members, natural and/or juristic persons,
Romanian and/or foreign, observing their juridical regime
on the juridical capacity.

(2) The contract of civil company by which the
mortgage fund is set up shall be published in the Official
Gazette of Romania through the good offices of the
managing company, under the sanction of absolute
nullity. The contract of civil company comes into force
and the fund is set up on the date of the contract
publication in the Official Gazette of Romania.

(3) The mortgage fund may also be set up in the form
of a joint-stock trading company by simultaneous
subscription, being subject to the provisions of the Law
No. 31/1990 on trading companies, republished, with
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with a depositing company authorized by CNVM, which
shall keep in custody all the assets of the fund, except
those held by other juridical entities, according to the
legal provisions and the CNVM settlements.

Art. 7. Ñ (1) In exchange for the contributions to the
registered capital of the mortgage fund, its members shall
receive registered securities, participation securities or
shares, of a minimum face value of 100 US $ in lei
equivalent. The mortgage fund is obliged to issue the
securities within 30 days from authorization.

(2) The securities shall be issued in dematerialized form.
(3) The securities are transmissible on the capital

market or by entering the InvestorsÕ Registry.
(4) The titleholder is by right a member of the

mortgage fund, with all the rights and obligations
deriving from this capacity, in accordance with the
clauses of the company contract.

Art. 8. Ñ (1) The management of the mortgage fund
shall be supervised and verified by an independent
external auditor, who has to meet all the conditions
stipulated by the settlements applicable to independent
external auditors registered with CNVM.

(2) The managing company has the obligation, under
the sanction of resulting damages, to conclude a contract
for the auditing of the mortgage fund with an
independent external auditor, within 90 bank working
days from the date of the conclusion of the management
contract with the fund.

(3) Besides that, any time and for any reason, CNVM
has the right of supervision and control over the legality
of activity of the mortgage fund through its agents
specially authorized for this purpose.

Art. 9. Ñ (1) The mortgage fund operates on the basis
of an operation authorization issued by CNVM.

(2) The managing company has the obligation, under the
sanction of resulting damages, to request the operation
authorization within 5 days from the date of publishing in
the Official Gazette of Romania of the company contract, by
which the mortgage fund is being set up.

(3) The mortgage fund may start operating from the
date it was granted the operation authorization.
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subsequent amendments, with the derogations established
by special laws and by their applying norms.

(4) The mortgage funds have as exclusive object of
activity the acquisition of mortgage and preferential debts
from authorized institutions, the financing, on the basis
of the mortgage guarantees, of the real estate
constructions and the issuing of securities, on the basis of
the held portfolio of mortgage debts.

Art. 3. Ñ The contributions to the registered capital of
the mortgage funds shall be only in cash and shall be
paid entirely within 5 bank working days from the date
of signing the contract for the setting up of the mortgage
fund, in an account at a bank, in the name and at the
disposal of the fund.

Art. 4. Ñ (1) The minimum registered capital of the
mortgage fund is of 5,000,000 US $ in lei equivalent and
has to be maintained for the entire duration of its
existence.

(2) The impairment of the minimum registered capital
of the mortgage fund, by any reason, under the minimum
provided for, obliges its members to complete the
registered capital with new contributions or to dissolve
and liquidate the fund.

Art. 5. Ñ (1) The mortgage fund is represented by a
trust council appointed by the assembly of the fund
members, made of 3 members, Romanian and/or foreign
natural persons, irrespective whether they are or are not
members of the fund.

(2) The members of the trust council have to be
licensed and to have a solid professional reputation.

(3) The members of the trust council shall elect a
president from among them. In case of dispute, the
assembly of the members of the mortgage fund shall
come to a decision.

Art. 6. Ñ (1) The mortgage fund shall be managed by a
managing company authorized by the National Transferable
Securities Committee (CNVM), on the basis of a contract
concluded between the trust council, in the name and on
behalf of the fund, and the managing company.

(2) The managing company shall conclude, in the name
and on behalf of the mortgage fund, a depositing contract
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(4) In case of withdrawing the operation authorization,
the provisions of Art. 9 par. (6) and (7) shall apply.

(5) The decision of rejection or of withdrawal of the
operation authorization has to be motivated in fact and law.

Art. 11. Ñ The mortgage fund shall have a registry of
the investors, held, as the case may be, at an independent
registry or at a depositing company authorized by CNVM.

Art. 12. Ñ The supervision of the mortgage funds
activity shall be done by CNVM, on the basis of the
regulations published in the Official Gazette of Romania.

Art. 13. Ñ (1) Besides the imperative rules established by
the present regulations, the functioning, management,
administration, increase in the registered capital of the
mortgage fund, the transfer of securities, the convening and
holding of the meetings of the fund members, the presence
quorum and the conditions of voting and of decision taking
in the assembly of the fund members, the duration of the
mandate of member of the trust council of the fund and
the conditions of its granting and revoking, the convening
and holding of the meetings of the trust council of the
fund, the presence quorum and the conditions of voting
and of decision taking in the trust council of the fund, the
rules regarding the subsequent affiliation to the fund, the
withdrawal and exclusion from it, the dissolution and
liquidation of the fund shall compulsorily be established in
the memorandum of association.

(2) The absence of these clauses, their insufficiency or
nonconformity with the normative documents in force
brings about the rejection of the operation authorizations
of the mortgage fund.

CHAPTER II
Mortgage debts

Art. 14. Ñ The mortgage debts are those existing between
the mortgage creditors and the debtors, natural or juristic
persons, for the purpose stipulated in Art. 1 of the law.

Art. 15. Ñ The mortgage debts the creditors of which
are provided for in Art. 1 par. (1) of the present
regulations may be transferred to entities authorized to
operate on the capital market, under the conditions
stipulated by the Civil Code for the transfer of the debt,
by observing Art. 26 of the law.
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(4) CNVM has the right to estimate the legality and the
opportunity of operation of the respective mortgage fund.

(5) CNVM is obliged to reply to the applicant within 30
calendar days from the request of the operation authorization.

(6) The applicant who was rejected the operation
authorization may institute proceedings, for reasons of
illegality and groundlessness, against the decision of
rejection, under the conditions of the ordinary law.

(7) The mortgage fund which was rejected the
operation authorization is dissolved by right, as the case
may be, on one of the following dates:

a) the date of rejecting the operation authorization, if
the applicant did not institute proceedings against the
rejection decision within the time limits provided for by
ordinary law;

b) the date of the judicial decision that is passed on the
contested decision remaining final and irrevocable, in
case the applicant institutes proccedings against the
application of rejection of the operation authorization of
the mortgage fund. The dissolution of the mortgage fund
obliges the trust committee to convene the assembly of
the fund members for its liquidation, according to the
clauses of the company contract.

Art. 10. Ñ (1) The operation authorization of the
mortgage fund is granted on the basis of the following
documents that accompany the authorization application:

a) the memorandum of association;
b) proofs regarding the carrying out of the

contributions by the fund members;
c) curriculum vitae, the copies of the education diplomas,

of the diplomas of professional specialization and the
criminal record of the members of the trust council;

d) the report on the founding of the economic and
financial projects of the fund.

(2) CNVM may withdraw the issued operation
authorization of the mortgage fund, in case it infringes
during operation the provisions of the law, of the present
regulations and of the CNVM regulations.

(3) The operation authorization is granted for the
duration of the setting up of the mortgage fund and may
be withdrawn under the conditions established by the
normative documents.
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EXPEDITIOUS ORDINANCE
on the legal settlement of the lands

intended for dwelling building
through the National Agency

for Dwellings*

Art. 1. Ñ The lands on which dwellings are built, with
financing by credits granted by the National Agency for
Dwellings, are public property of the state, in the
administration of the local councils and of the General
Council of Bucharest Municipality respectively, unless
they are private property.

Art. 2. Ñ The identification and establishing of lands
are done by the local councils of the municipalities,
towns, communes and by the General Council of
Bucharest Municipality in a first stage, within 30 days
from the date of coming into force of the present
expeditious ordinance.

Art. 3. Ñ (1) The lands provided under Art. 2 are given
for free use by the local councils and the General Council
of Bucharest Municipality to the National Agency for
Dwellings, for the duration of the dwelling building, up to
the handing over to the credit beneficiaries.

(2) The transmission shall be made on the basis of a
convention concluded between the National Agency for
Dwellings and the local councils, the General Council of
Bucharest Municipality respectively, within 15 days from
the expiry of the term provided for in Art. 2, and
represents a title for the issuing of the town planning
certificate, and of the building license.

(3) After the finalization of the building works and the
handing over of the dwelling to the credit beneficiaries,
these acquire the right of free use over the respective
land for the duration of existence of the construction.
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* The Expeditious Ordinance No. 148/October 11, 1999, was
published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, No. 491/October
13,1999.

CHAPTER III
Securities and mortgage bonds

Art. 16. Ñ (1) Any holder of a mortgage debt and the
entities authorized to operate on the capital markets,
irrespective of the way of acquiring the capacity of mortgage
creditor, may issue, according to Art. 25 of the law, on the
basis of the mortgage debts held, securities, called mortgage
securities, within the limits of 75% of the total face value of
the mortgage debts held at the moment of issuing.

(2) The mortgage securities are transferable securities
issued in dematerialized form on the capital markets and
are subject to the CNVM settlements regarding the issuer,
issue, investment, transfer, depositing and record of the
transferable securities.

Art. 17. Ñ (1) The entities authorized to grant mortgage
credits may issue, according to Art. 29 of the law, on the
basis of mortgage debts held, mortgage bonds, within the
limits of 60% of the total face value of the mortgage debts
held at the moment of issuing.

(2) The mortgage bonds are transferable securities
issued in dematerialized form on the capital markets and
are subject to the CNVM settlements regarding the
issuing, investment, transfer, depositing and record of the
transferable securities.

Art. 18. Ñ The securities and the mortgage bonds,
issued by the same holder of mortgage debts, cannot
exceed, together, 75% of the total face value of the
mortgage debts held at the moment of the last issuing.

Art. 19. Ñ (1) For the purpose of ensuring the steady
and orderly operation of the capital markets, the issuers
of mortgage bonds shall set up a fund for guaranteeing
the mortgage debts, the participation of which being
established through the documents of the guarantee fund
and through the CNVM settlements.

(2) The terms of setting up, organization, operation and
utilization of the amounts set up as guarantee for the
issuing of mortgage bonds shall be established by the
documents of the guarantee fund and by the CNVM
settlements.
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